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Developing an adequate sight .vocabulary 
_ is important in Grade one. Children learn at 
different rates and in different ways. Repe-
tition is necessary to give the child security 
and confidence in learning to read. A variety 
of practices may be more interesting and so 
result in stronger motivations. 
Therefore the purpose of this study is to 
develop and evaluate a series of exercises, oral 
and written, which provide many experiences in 
responding to meaning. 
This is one part of a group study. The 
research chapter may be found in the volume by 
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PLAN' OF STUJ)Y 
:: 6 ,, 
·: 
" II 
II Exercises. -- The vocabulary for the Scott Foresman Currie- :: 
lj 
:j ulum Foundati on Seri es, Pre-primer , Primer, and Book One was 
:i used f or the exercises . 
:I !, 
The t otal list was arrange alphabet-






ll taking every third word . 
i! 
•l The six people worked in three pairs , il 
!! one of each group writing the oral exercises and t he other the 
I! ii seat work material f or the same words . Tables 1 and 2 show the ij 
li 
1i outline for the 30 
I, ,, 
oral and 30 s eatwork exercises . 
l! Table l . Oral Outline of Exercises il 
!I ,J 
J! _____________________________ _ ____ :! 
I 'I 
I :1 
J\ 1 . Find It :J 2 . Who Am I? 3 . Color Game 
11 4 Snowstorm Game , 
I • ·I' 11 . Riddles 
5 . Nonsense 6 . Commands 





i 2 . 
~5o 28 . 
Clothesline Game 















Get a Balloon 
Find the Balls 
Finish the 
Sentence 
Pick Up The Mail 
Hot And Cold 
12 . Animal Voices 
15 . True and J!,alse 
18 . Yes and No 
21 . Riddles 
24 . Guess vlhat 
27 . Yes or No 
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il Table 2. Written Outline of Exercises I! 
.. ,, 
---l.--·-· ---- ---




o1 I i' ____________________________________________________________________ i 
1: I 
I! 1. Two 2. Make and Color 3. ~~mething Here l!li 
!! 4. Something 5. Can 6. \'!ants 
!: 7. :r.'.iatching Words to 8. vlho and \vhat 9. Flash Card 11 







Completion 14. \1lhat Can Dick See?l5. Classification :1 
Same - Different 17. Yes - No 18. Completion j
1 \'lords in Context 20. Please, Hello 21. Rhyming :
1 
Phrases 23. Things I Can Do 24. So 
And See ~5. Classification 26. Clues 27. Sentences i ~8. Sequences 29. What Am I? 30. Riddles 1! 
i:-----------------11 
r 1! 
r Population.-- Three hundred and thirty-three children in li 
" 'i 
!\ twelve classrooms, 172 in the experimental and 1 61 in the contro~l 
i 
J: g roup, in five communi ties, were included in the study . Table 
li 
:: 3 shovTs the mean chronological and mental ag es in months for 
1: 
'' both 










































:; The chronological ages for the control g roup rang ed from 70 •I 
:. I 
j[ to 88 months with a mean of 78. 74, and the experimental from 71 i 
i!months to 90 with a mean of 77.97. The mental ag es for t h e con- \ 
li I ;: trol group rang ed from 54 to 125 months with a mean of 84.96. . 














and the experimental from 46 to 110 months with a mean of 84.93. ! 
1 Both groups were above average mentally. 
Experimental program.-- The Detroit Word Recognition Test 
Form A was administered on January 3, 1956. 
I Each day for 30 consBcutive days two exercises of approx-




If written. On February 17, Form B of the same test was given. All :: 
! II 
I 














the writers. The results were analyzed and the data are pre- J, 
il 






















A sample of each type follows: 
Find It 
Vocabulary: yellow, two, Puff, mother, father, Jane. 




each child has six word cards corresponding 
to each picture. 
The teacher holds up a picture and the chilu~ 
!I 
ren find the card that matches the picture. 
The teacher holds up a picture of Puff and 
the child holds up the correct word. 
Vocabulary: I, want, red, yellow, blue, black, white. 








black, and white placed in various places I 
I, 
around the room. 
' 
Teacher writes a sentence on the board indi~ 
eating a color \vhich is to be found. 
Teacher writes: "I want yellow". All pu-
pils participate in finding yellow objects. 







On the chalk board the teacher draws a pic-
1 
I 
ture of a house with five steps with a word ·· 
on each step. 
A child finds the word that begins with a 
"F" sound and ends with a "T" sound. The 
I 
:' 





Think Of a Word 









These cards are placed along the chalk ledg e 1 
Example: 
The teacher makes a statement and the 1-.rhole I 
class responds. 
I am thinking of a word t hat begins with c 
and ends with k. It tells us what t h e hen 
says. Response - cluck. 
Uo , Do1m., and Under 





Circles of red, yellow, and blue constructio 
paper, to represent balls. 
Teacher writes sentences instructing pupils 
to hold a certain colored ball either up, 
down, or under. 
Teacher writes: Put the blue ball up. 
Clothesline Ga~e 
Vocabulary: children, boy, doll, good, now, fast. 
Procedure: The teacher draws a larg e clothesline on the 
board and puts some clothes on it. Each 
article of clothing has a word on it. As the 
correct word is found, the article is erased 
off the clothesline. 
Hxa.mple: The teacher asks a child to find another word 





































house, up, ducks, four, cluck, ate, Pony, 






The teacher reads the sentence and the class ! 
fills in the missing word by reading the 






\'i"hen it is raining, \-Te stay in the -------. l! 
li 
jump, house, you, up, my, baby, find. 
The teacher stands before the group with 
flash cards. As each card is flashed the 
teacher asks a question such as: 















Pick Up The Mail ,, ,, 
:I 
Vocabulary: there, soon, ate, cluck, find, you. i• 
ii 
Procedure: The teacher tells a story about Mr. Potter, ii 
:, 
the mailman, who slipped on a patch of ice :1 
,I 
and fell down. All the mail went flying all!/ 
,, 
over the street. The class tried to pick !I 
II 
up the mail by reading the words on envelope~ 
'i ,,
which are sketched on the board. Each en- !: 









Vocabulary: kittens, say, what , a, says, cat, cow, duck, 
hen, pig . 
.frocedure: Teacher writes sentences directing children 
to say what different farm animals say. 
Example: Teacher writes : Say what a. cow says. 
Because 
Vocabulary: Doll, r i de, boy , good , please, horse, fast , 
Procedure: 
Example: 




True and False 
children. 
I' 
The children answer the teacher ' s questions ·I 
with "yes because it is" or "no because it 
is" . 
The teacher says: "Do these live in h en II 
houses"? The word children is flashed. The I 
class answers "No, because they are· children JI11 
there, soon, car, bump, ate, vThite, sat, my, 
up. 
The teacher reads the r hymes to the class, 
then holds up a card that will supply the 
missing word . 
I can go far. 





Vocabulary: kitten, say , do, hen, cluck, quack , cows, I 












Children have flash cards with words cat, 
dog , hen, rabbit, pig , horse . 
Riddles are written on board. Children se-
lect the correct word from word cards at 
their desk. 
Teacher writes : 
It is a little animal . 
It is pretty. 
It hops and hops. 
1tlhat is it? 
- I 
Airplane Puzzle Game 
Vocabulary : two, have , what , here, now, something, 
r·1a t eri a.ls: 
Procedure: 
Example: 
please, away, ran, and toys . 11 




puzzle set consi sting of all pieces for both 
an air plane puzzle and a sailboat puzzle. 
The children spread pieces on their desks. 
The teacher asks the children to find the 
word that matches the description given. 
I"ind the word that tells how many eyes you 
have . · The children find the piece with the 
word two on it. Each piece fits into the 
next. When the exercise is completed and 
II 
the pieces have been put together in correct J 





























Each child has two flash cards: Yes and No . 
Teacher writes sentences which necessitate ll 
I 
comprehension of meaning for correct "yes 11 
or "no" response. 
Teacher writes: ''Do pigs say cluck, cluck?" 
Procedure: If the answer to the question asked by the 
teacher is yes, the children clap hands. If 
.Bxample: 
Do This 
the answer is no, the children put both 
hands on their head. 
Is this another word for Daddy? The word 
"father" is flashed. The children clap. 
Vocabulary: yellow, fast, r ide , something, two, slow, 
ride a horse, and boy. 
:P rocedure: The teacher ha.s cards '\·lith these v1ords on 
Example : 
Riddles 
them. She shO'\'IS the card to the children 
and follows the action. 
The teacher says: ''See how quickly you can 
do this." Clap your hands this many times. 
Show the word card two. The children res-
pond with the action. 













The teacher asks: 
~lhat is the number of the envelope that 
rhymes with truck. Response Number 3 -
cluck. 









Each child has a piece o:f paper. 11 
On the paper the child draws a ladder with l1 
five rungs. As the teacher gives a defini- I 
tion, the correct word is found and printed I' 
on the ladder. 
You can do t his in a car. 
Children can write the word ride on the 
rung. 
you, my, bump, i n to, on, under. 
The teacher reviews these words orally with li 
the class. One child is sent out of the 11 
room. The others decide on a word to test 
him on and then the vrord cards a.re pl aced in 
obvious places around the room. The child 
is then asked to return. He must find the 
word the class chose. 
He does this by walking up to each word he 
sees . If he approaches a word, f a r away 



















I! softly. When he starts towards the right 
I 
word , the class clap s louder and louder untit 1 
I 
I 
the child picks up the right word . He must ' 
!I then read it , while facing the class. The 
others watch and listen. 
mother , father, Sally , Dick, Jane, Baby. 
Pictures of Grandfather, Grandmother , Dick, 
Jane , and Sally placed in various places 
around the room. 
A hide and seek game. Pictures of various 






Mother, Baby, etc . Teacher writes direction I 
on the board and entire class participates 
in search. 









A sample of each type follows: II 
One, Two , Three 
Vocabulary: One, t wo, three, can, yellow • 
. : Directions: The w·ords are used to fill in the blanks . 
I 
I 
Directions for color i ng or making pictures 
are given. 
Example: I can se ..; balls. (two) 
!\'lake and Color 
Vocabular y : make, pony , baby, kitten, the , one, t wo, 
ducks , houses, red, black, yellow. 
Directions : "Read ea ch sentence and do what it tells you 
II 
to do. There are ques tions that go vri th the ' 
sentences . Read each question . Then read 
t he first sentence again for t he answer to 
t he ques tion. Print the answer to each \1 
question on the line. " 
Bxample : Make a littl e pony . 
Color the pony black and v1hi te . 
What did you color bl a ck and white? 
Here I s Something 
Vocabulary: Jane , Mother , Puff , Father . 




















Now read the sentences at the bottom. ~ach 1 1 
sentence has the word something in i t. Find 
1
1 
the phrase a t the top of t he paper tha t can I 
be used in the sentence instead of something ~ . 
Write it on the line . 
Here is somet hing for Jane . 
Here i s a pretty dol l for Jane . 
Dick , toy , can , come , car , bal l , l ook, big , 
corn, book , horse , hel p . 
"Here are some rows of words with phrases 
under them. Read the words in each ro-vT . 







you can find the word in each row which goes 
with each phrase. Draw a circle around the 
wor d in each row which goes with each phras e . ! 
Print the word you circled on the line beside' 
I 
each phrase . -
baby ball book t oy. 
Something that can t a l k . baby 
Vocabulary : can . 
Direct ions : "Read the phrases at the top of the paper . 
l!ixample : 
Find the phrase that will finish the sen-
tences at the bottom." 









Sally can • 
Sally can jump up and down. 
vlants 
Vocabulary: ball, come, eat, for, I, they, want, wants. 
Directions : "Read the sentences. Complete the last sen-
tence in each group by writing want or wants 
on the line. II 
Example: !'I other said: "I want to eat". 1v1other wants 
cookies. 
Hatching Words To Pictures 
Vocabulary: baby, pony, duck, house, car. 
Directions: "Here are some pictures with words under them .I 
Example : 
vJho And What? 
Put your finger on the first picture in the 
first row. What is in the picture? Yes, a 
baby. Look at the words under the picture. 
Who can read the first word? Yes, baby. Does 
baby tell what is in the picture? It does . 
Draw a line under the word baby to sho'\v that 
the word baby tells what is in the pi cture. 
baby ball book 
Vocabulary: who , what. 




























paper that tells the name of a person. We 
will write that in the box under who. Find 
a phrase at the bottom of the paper that 
tells us what something is. Vlri te that 
phrase in the box under what. Find as many 
phrases as you can answer who and what. 
\olho \'/hat 














my, up, ate, he, sat, soon, jump, down, book, , 
I 
ball. 
I am g oing to ~~ "We are going to play a game. 
hold up a word. You are to find a word on 
your papers just like the one I hold up, and 
draw a circle around the word." 
Teacher flashes "my" for a period of five 
seconds. The children circle it on their 
papers. 
fly my thy why 
I 
I 
Likenesses and Differences 





I "Here are some pairs of words. Some of the 
words are alike and some are different. Read 1















red circle around the pairs of vrords that are 
I 
alike. Draw a blue circle around the pairs 








at the rows of words in the big box. Find 1 
two words that are jus t like the word with a 
box around it at the top of the big box. 
Draw circles a round these w·ords . Print t he 
word with a box a rom1d it at the top of the 
box at t h e bottom." 












Vocabulary: ball, for, little, not , the. 











by writing the or for on the line. Do what I 
it says in each box at the bottom of the 
page. " 
Example: J ane sees ball. 
lVIake the ball for Dick r-1ake the ball for Sal ly 
Classification 
Vocabulary : bs.ll, co-vrs, Grandfa t her , J ack, Susan . 
Directions: "Read the words. Write them under Animals , 
Toys, Friends ." 








Directions: "Here are pairs of words to be read to see 1\ 
if a pair mean the same t hing . If it does 
an "S" is to be made on the line between 
them. (Jane s girl). If the pair does 
not mean t he same a "D" is to be made on t he 1 
line bet1veen them". I 
Example: Jane girl 
Vocabul ary: cov1s, eat , friends , Gr andfat her, hello, Jack ~ l 

































Direc tions: "Lets read the words at the top of the page. I 
I 
They say "Yes, No". Now lets r
1
.ad the first 1 
question. Lets read it together. Can Spot I[ 
l say "!Ji ew, mew·?" No, Spot cannot say , 11Mew, I 
Write No after tlb.e first question". mew." 
Example: Can Grandfather say, "Hello?" 
Words In Context 
Vocab1.J~ary: find, ate, play, call, ball, man. 
Directions: "Here are some sentences. Each sentence has 
Example: 
Plee.se Hello 
two words in it which look alike, but are 
not alike. One of the words correctly com- I. 
pletes the sentence. Read each sentence 
very carefully. Choose the word within the 
sentence which correctly completes the sen-
tence. Draw a circle around this word . 
Print the word you circled on the line under 
the sentence." 
Dick said: "Please (find blind) my book. " 
Vocabulary: doll, that , horse , pretty. 
Directions: "Read the \'lOrds at the top of the paper. Now 
ree.d the sentences at the bottom of the pape • 
I 
There is a word missing in each one. Choose ' 
one of the words at the top of the paper to 





















Grandfather sa\v Spot . 




horse, toy, now, boy, Jane, new . 
"From the vTOrds at the top of the page choose 
a word that rhymes with the word underlined . /: 
\vri te it on the line to finish the sentence . , ! ~ 
A ball is a good. ~ for a boy. \ 
Vocabulary: take , where , her, walk, Sally , sat, Father 's 1 
in , put , on , did • 
Directions: ''Here are some sentences "ri th questions 1...mder 
d 
Example : 
them. Read each sentence very carefully . 
Then read the question under each sentence. I 
Find the phrase in each sentence which cor- I' 
rectly answers each question. Print the 
phrase which -correctly answers each question 
on the line under each question." 
Mother is going to take her little baby for 
a walk . 
Where is Mother going to take her little 
baby? 
for a walk 
Things I Can Do and See 
Vocabu~ary: all , ball, barn, come, cows, friends, Grand- \\ 
father, little, pretty, mew-mew, 
want . 





















Di r ections : 
page. Let's read it together . Now look at 
the phrases at the bottom of the page . Read 
the first one. play ball Can you do it? 
Yes , so wri te the phrase play ball under 
Things I Can Do. Read the other phrases . 
Write them in the right column." 
Things I Can Do . Things I Can See 
play ball little kittens 
eat corn red barn 
line." 
Example : The cookie I want is so big. 
Clues 
Vocabulary : ball, barn, come , hello, Susan , who. 
Directions : "Let 's read the first clue. Let's read it 
t ogether . Now look at the boxes beside the 
first clue. How many boxes do you see? Yes , 
there are four. Notice that there is a "C" 
in the first box . Let ' s lo6k at the words at 1 









with four letters that begins with "C" and 
is something you can do? Yes, it is come. 
Hake the boxes say C 0 M B (demonstrate on 
blackboard) like this. 
Finish the page. 
You can do it. 0 
I 
II 
Vocabulary: barn, cows, Jack, saw, the, they, who. 
Directions: "Let's read the sentences under Spot. Let's 
read them together. Now, which one do you 11 
think happened first? Yes, Spot saw the big \ 
red cows. Put the number 1 in the box be-
Example : 
Riddles 
side the sentence. Whe,t happened next? Yes 
Spot ran after the cows. Put a 2 in the box 
beside that sentence. N0\·1, what happened? 
Yes, the cows ran to the barn. Put a 3 in 
the box beside that sentence." 
Spot saw the big red cows. 
The cows ran to the barn. 
Spot ran after the cows. 
Vocabulary: good, horse, ride, children. 
Directions: "Here are some riddles. Read the riddles. 
Choose the right answer. Write the answer 





























Example: I am something good to eat. 
Grandmother can make me for a surprise. 
\.Yhat am I? 


























The data were analyzed to compare the effectiveness of the ; 
., 
I 
1material on reading achievement for the total population and for ,1 I 
i! boys and girls separately. 
Table 4 shows the frequency distributions of the Janua ry 
I reading test for both groups. 


















5- 9 45 




The scores on the Detroit Word Recognition Test in the con- :I 
group ranged from 0 to 39 with · the largest number in the 
lowes t interval. The scores in the experimental group rang ed 












Table 5 shows the comparison of the mean scores of both 
groups on the January test. 
Table 5. Comparison Mean Scores on January Reading Test 
Group No. 
Control 161 

















The mean score for the control group was 5.32 compared wit~ 
7.99 for the experimental group. The critical ratio of 3.81 
showed this to be a significant difference in favor of the 
experimental group. 
Table 6 shows the distributions for both groups on the 
February reading test. 




Score Control Group 
























5- 9 40 23 
0- 4 36 17 
Total 161 172 












.:::;~~:::·: .. -~:: ======---=-=-~=-"---- ___jL _ __ --- --·-
j 
The scores in the control group rang ed from 0 to 39 with 





;: interval. The scores in the experimental group rang ed from 0 to j\ 
'I i 40. Nore than 50 per cent of the cases fell above the 10 to 14 lj 
i: score interval. 
!l 
I Table 7 shows the comparison of the mean scores of both 




I' i' Table 7. 
'· !; 
the February r eading test. 
















:: Group No. Nean S. E. M. S. D. S . .D. C. R. ;, 
II 

















The mean for the experimental group was 19.24 compared wi th li 
!I 
Ji 










Table 8 shows the comparison of mean scores for t he 





:; Table 8. 
I. 
I 























- j - L . 
The mean in January was 5.32 compared with 10.79 in the FebJ 
II 
, ruary test. ·rhe 
!was significant. 
critical ratio of 7.70 showed this difference i: 
I Table 9 shows the comparison of mean scores for the experi- :; 
mental group on both testso 
/ Table 9. Comparison January and February Tests for Experimental li 
I Group I, 
, _______________________ !r 
Experimental No. Hean S.E.M. S.D .. M1M2Diff. S.E.D. 
Group 
i' Jan. 172 7.99 .58 7.60 11.25 1.09 









The mean score in January was 7.99 compared with 19.24 in II 
February. 
Table 10 shovm the comparison of gains for the two groups. 
Table 10. Comparison of Gains for Both Groups 
r<lean Diff. in S.E. 
Group Gain S. E. Gain Gain C.R. 
Control 5.4-7 .71 5.78 1.30 4.45 
Exp. 11.25 1.09 
The gain for the control group was 5.47 compared with 11.25 
for the experimental g roup. The critical ratio of 4.45 showed 

































girls in the experimental group on the January reading test. I 










21-27 2 6 
14-20 8 9 
7-13 21 27 







Total 89 83 I' 
1: 
I' 
The scores on the Detroit Word Recognition Test for the boys.' 
1: 
lowest inter- !!. ranged from 0 to 27 with the largest number in the 
val. 
II 
The scores for the girls ranged from 0 to 40 with the larg~ 1 
est number in the lowest interval. 
Table 12 shows the comparison of the mean scores of the boy~ ~ 
and girls in the experimental group on the January test. 
Table 12. Comparison Mean Scores for Boys and Girls on January 
Test 
,i 
-------------------------------------------------------------------- ' I 
Experimental 
1 Group No. :f.1ean S. E.M. 
·r 
S.E.D. O.R. II 
1--------------------------------------------------------------------- d 
sg 6.3s .30 3.74 .20 1.64 1.2s l: 




--.o~-- - - - - - -- - -- -·- -- -·· ----- - --------- ~-~ ---· 
11 11 































i' i! The scores 
I 
1, 
!! number in the 7 to 13 interval. ;· 
89 83 





i' Table 14 shows the comparison of the mean s cores of the 























il 1: Experimental 





,, 89 17.15 l.ll 10.50 4.06 2.81 1.40 
!i 






The mean score for the boys -v;as 17.15 compared with 21.21 
The critical ratio of 1.40 showed that this i! for the girls. 
li 






Table 15 shows the comparison of gains for boys and girls. !J 
1\ j: 
:i Table 15. 
ii 
il 
Comparison of Ga ins for Boys and Girls 
J: -------------------------------------------------------------------1: 
1: Experimental ,, i; Group 
j! 
Nean 





















Ji Girls 12.81 1.52 ill 
1; I II 1-;: II 
[: The gain for the boys was 10.77 compared with 12.81 for the ll 
i: girls. The critical ratio of 1.15 shmved that this difference \1 
! II 
' rl 
1: was not statistically signif icant. 11
1 r! 







:: 11: 1: I 
















. ' I 
i 
I 
Summary.-- The purpose of this study was to make words mor;: 
meaningful to first grade children. A series of 60 exercises, 1 
made up of 30 oral and 30 written, were administered over a 
period of 30 days. Two exercises, one oral and one written, 
were given each day. Five minutes were allotted for 
cise. The experiment started on January 3, 1956 and closed on 
II February 17, 1956. 
The Detroit Word Recognition Test: Form A was given to 
both the control and experimental groups at the beginning of 
the exp~riment. At the close of the experiment, both groups 
were given the Detroit Word Recognition Test: Form B. 






1 residential and industrial areas around Boston . There were 161 ,: 
children in the control groups and 172 children in the experi-






Conclusions.-- (1) The material appeared to be effective ! 
on increasing reading achievement for the total population. 
a. Both groups made significant gains. The experimental 
group made the greater gain. The mean gain for the 
control group was 5.47 and the mean gain for the exper~ ' 
imental group was 11.25. The critical ratio of 4.45 











showed this difference to be statistically significant .!1 
(2) The material appeared to be effective on increasing 
reading achievement for both boys and girls. 
a. Both groups made significant gains. 'I The girls made. 
I• ,, 
the greater gain. The mean gain for the boys was 1, 
,I 
10.77 compared to the mean gain for the girls, 
12.81. The critical ratio was 1.15. The results 
showed that the difference in the gain of the boys 11 





















































































i' Vocabulary: I! baby, car, house, red, Spot. 
I' 
1: These words are placed on t h e chalk ledg e and reviewed. 
I ' 




I ~ ,. 
















by reading the word card sh own. 
l. I am little 
I sleep in a cradle 
Who am I? Show - baby. 
2. I am big . 
Fat her drives me. 
Who am I? Show - car. 
I am big. 
People live in me. 
l'iho am I? Show - house. 
4. I am a color 
Some apples are my color. 
Who am I? Show - red. 
5. I am a pet. 
I can bark. 
You can play with me. 
vlho am I'? Show - Spot. 
'-'T--""' '-'-=.:-.-,c cc=-=-.:~---"-- ~ . . ·:- ·: "-' 
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I, want, red, yellow, blue, black, white. 
Objects, pictures, etc. of red, yellow, blue, 
and white placed in various places around the 
"I like colors. I am going to see who can find 
something that has the colors I like. Read 
I write and do it . II 
writes: 
I want yellow. 
I want black. 
I want red. 
I want blue. 

























diagram on board. 
Tell a story about a snowstorm. 
This was a magic snowstorm because 
ji the snow fell in words. 
,: 
The snow must be 
,. 
j· shoveled off the walk. Choose someone to 
take the shovel (eraser) and clean off 
(erase) the walk, or part of the walk, 
with: 
a word that begins with "f" sound 
and ends with a "t" sound. 
a word that rhymes with fellow. 
a word that begins like box, bird. 
a word that ends with "r" sound. 












I I ,, 
i! 




j; Vocabulary: jump, house, you, up, my, baby, find. 
:! ji 
:; The teacher asks these questions and then holds up the 
1






















































Can you \'Tear this? Flash - jwnp. 
Can you play with this? Flash - house. 
Is this something to eat? Flash - you. 
Does this mean to go down? Flash - up. 
Does this word rhyme with Hother? Flash - my. 
Can you run around with this? Flash - baby. 
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~ j ,, 
Pictures of two cows (a big cmv- and a little _ cow). Jl 
These pictures may be sketched on chalkboard, or pictures11i 

















A big ball and a little ball. 
"Children, we are going to play a game. 




It will il 
t! 
r A boy I· !I 




keep score for the g irls." !i 
writes "Boys" and "Girls" on board and selects !! i: ;: ( Teacher t hen 
1: scorekeep ers. 
!: by children at 
Score is kept after each demonstration and tallie~1 -end of game." if 








ever does it correctly first wins." 
selects two volunteers, a boy and a girl, for each 














Run to the big barn. 
Jump to t he little ball. 
Run to the big cmvs. 
Jump to t he big ball. 
Jump to t he big barn. 
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:: EXERCISE 7 
" Riddles 
i ' Teacher needs flash cards on chalkboard tray or in word 
,· 
i; 
J: chart with following vocabulary words: horses, yellow, Puff , 
j: 
I! 
1; Jane, father , boy, ride, doll, two, fast. 
!: 





































and put his hands around the word. 
It can run. You can do t his in a car. 
It likes milk. You can do t his on a bike. 
It is yellow. You can do t his on a horse. 
vho i s it? What is it? 
( Ans. Puff) (Ans. ride) 
They can be black. It is big and has four wheels . 
They can be brovm . It uses gas. 
They lik e lumps of sugar. 'tlho ovms it'? 
They wear a saddle. (Ans. father) 
\fha t are they'? 










It i s long and thin. 
People like to eat it . 
It grmvs i n bunches . 
What color i s it? 
(Ans. yellow) 
It can open and close its eyes. 
It isn't alive. 
li 
It i s a girl . 
She has a brother 
.And a sister baby 
\•lho is she? 
(Ans . Jane) 
Dick 
Sally 
Little girls play with it. 
vlhat is it? 
( .A.ns . doll) 
You have them on your head. 
You hear with them. 
You should always wash behind 
How many do you have? 
(Ans . two) 
It tells something about jet planes. 
It tells something about speed boats. 
It tells something about racing cars. 
It tells how t ey go . 
'\llhat is it? 















































; EXERCISE 8 jl 

























































I am thinking of a word that begins with c and ends with 
t! 
k . Class responds wit~~ 
. I! 
It tells us what the hen says. 
cluck. 
I am thinking of a word that rhymes ·with "more". It 
is a number. Response - four. 
I am thinking of a IWrd that begins with d and ends 
with s. It is the name of some little animals. 
Response - ducks. 
I am thinking of a word that has three letters. It 
rhymes with gate. Response - ate. 
I am thinking of a word that begins with the sound of 
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Up, Down, and Under 
put, all, up, down, under, red, yellow, blue, 
Circles of red, yellow, and blue construction 











Before beginning , teacher could explain to class II 
t hat "under" could mean under t h e desk -- the child~ 
!. 
" 
ren would understand demonstra tion method for "up" I! 
II 
and "dov.rn" • 
" l'l e are going to have some fun with the balls. 



























Put the blue ball up. 
Put t he yellow ball under. 
Put the red ball doY.m. 
Put all t he balls under. 
Put t h e yellO\v ball up. 
Put t he red ball under. 
Put t he blue ball down. 
Put t h e yellow ball down. 





























I' li the 
lithe 
' I ;, 













I Tell the story of an approaching storm and you must take 
clothes in off the line. Someone comes and erases (takes in ~ 
,! 









••• Dick and take it off the line." 
••• ma:ny boys and girls and take it off the line." 
••• the opposite of slow and take it off the line." 
••• the kind of work you should do and take it off the 
line. 11 
••• at this moment and take it off the line•" 












Then say, "Good, we got the clothes in just in time. ;j Here !' 
:: comes the first rain drop." 
i; 
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:: EXERCISE 11 
li 
;I 




Pony, he, good-by, white, Spot. 
:' The t each er would make a sta t emen t and t hen fla sh t he word 
The whole class res ponds. 
1. This i s sometimes a pet. We can ride on it. Fla sh -
Pony. 
2. \'Then 1·1e speak of a boy, we s ometimes use this word in-
stea d of hi s name. Fl ash - he. 
3. Wh en we leave someone we should say t his. Fl a sh -
good-by. 




I ;: 5. Thi s i s an animal. 
\' 
II 
All children love thi s little pet. !/ 
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kittens, say, what, a, says, cat, CO"iv, duck, hen, 
pig. 
Exercises on chalkboard. 
"vl e are going to play a game. I am going to 
write something and when I say 'ready' you may 
do it." 

























Repeats procedure putting follo wing sentences on 
Say what a ca t says. 
Say what a duck says. 
Say what kittens say. 
Say what a cow says. 
Say what a pig says. 
li 






















,, EXERCISE 13 
.. -- ~r--- ----
1 
:· Game of "Becau-se" 
r: 
I' li Teacher needs 
li 
flash cards with the following vocabulary 
;; ·words on them: I, 
II 




















Children answer orally - "Yes, because it is It 
-----· -






Would big boys play with this? Show the word 
Can Roy Rogers do this? Show the word ride. 
1tl ould your sister be this? Show the word boy. 
Would you like to see this on your paper? Show 
word good. 
II 
















Show the word please. 
\•fould you live in this? Show the word horse. 
Do you have to be this to win a race? Shoio·l the 













:: EXERCISE 14 
ii Rhyming \'lords j; 
,. 
I ~
1! Vocabulary: there, soon, car, bump, ate, "Thite, sat, my, up, 
I• 
I' d The teacher would read the rhymes to the class, then hold 
l! 
!! 
!I li up the £lash card that would supply the missing wor ds. The 
i· 
I I 




H 1. Look at the pear 
!l 
'· !: Over 
1-
Flash - there. 































I can go £ar 
In my little 
I can jump and 
I can-----
Dick was late 
Because he 
Dark is the ni ght 
But the snow is 
Look at the cat 
He just 
See the pie 
Oh, oh 
Look at t he cup 
I'm holding 
Flash - soon. 
Flash - car. 
Fl a sh - bump. 
Fl ash - ate. 
:b'lash - white. 
Flash - sat. 
Flash - my. 
Flash - up. 
II 
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kitten, say, do, hen, cluck, quack, cows, pigs, II II 
J: hello, bow-wow, ducks, mew. 
Each child has t wo flash cards : 
"VJ e are go i ng to play a game . 





I • t . t 11 am golng 0 wrl r 




























kittens say bow-wow? 
pigs say cluck, cluck? 
duck s say quack , quack? 
COvl S say hello? 
hens say cluck , cluck? 
kittens say mew, mew? 
ducks say hello? 
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ii EXERCISE 16 q 
'' Action Game ~-
l: i 
!: Teach er says: "Today we are going to have some fun. I li 
i: 1:1' i! wonder how many people are wide awak e! I a m g oing to ask you a 
l· 'I i; question, and then s h mv you the answer on a card. If the answerj1 
!· II li is "yes!" you will clap your h ands -- like this -- clap, but, !1 
: if the answer is "no!" you must put your hands on your head like ll 
1: this. Remember-- yes, y ou clap! no, you do this." ( Show li 
!: i! 









ll 2. I s t his a living thing ? Shm.; the -vmrd doll. li 
L It 









Is t his anot h er word for Daddy? 
Is t h is t h e teddy bea r' s n ame. 
j· 
.; 
Shm'l the word f a ther. i: 
ij 
I' 
J ho"' the word toys. !! 
Does t h i s tell h ow a turtle moves? il ShOiv the ·word f a st. 1: 
-- li 
Have you ever seen anyone with hair that is this color? !j 
I, ,, 
Show the word yellow. 
Do you have this many elbows? Sho-tv the \-TOrd t wo. 
Is Baby Sally one of thes e ? Shmv the v1ord boy. 
Do y ou have one of these? Show the word mother. 
'I I i' 
















good-by, Pony, sat, there, he. 
!i 
i; Tell this story: 
One day a group of children went up to the top of a tall il 
. . !I 
; building . 
!' 
Each of them h a d a balloon. It was very "\vindy at the !i 
i! top of the building . Pretty soon the w·ind took all 
ii 




iJ up, up, up into the air. 
II 
!! they lost their balloons. 
,; 
ii the balloons ba ck. p 
The children were very sad because 







Inside ea ch balloonil 
ll Balloons can be sketched on the board. ii 
















































\'/hat is the number of the balloon that starts tvi th the I! 
se.me letter as 11 see". Number 2 - sat. 
\'Jhat is the number of the balloon that rhymes with 





I "me" ~ 
il 
What is the number of the balloon tha t tells the name 
of an animal. Number 3 - Pony. 
What is the number of the balloon that 
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il 
















~ ; Vocabulary: fast, run, Yes, No, Grandmother, big, pigs, horses, )! 
II 
Grandfather~ dogs. I 
I~Iaterials: Children have flash cards with "Yes" and "No". I 
: Procedure: 
!' 
.. !i I 
"I will write something and you will hold up the ~~ 


















Horses run fast. 
Big pigs run fast. 
Dogs run fast. 
Boys run fast. 
Grandmother runs fast. 
Baby Sally runs fast. 
Dick runs fast. 
Grandfather runs fast. 




























































19 I! il 
II Do This 
il 
p 
:: Vocabulary : 
H 




























































Find something in your desk tha t is this color. 
t he word yellow.) 
ii ;I 
(Show '' 
( Show the word two.) II Clap your hands this many times . II 
I' 
Girl s - point to a (ShO'i.Y the 'i·Tord boy.) 
Boys - point to a (Show the word girl.) 
Girls - do this. ( Shmv the words ride something .) 
Boys - do t his. ( Show the words ride a horse.) 
Boys - walk around the room and back to your sea t 
way . (Show the -v1ord fast.) 
Girls - walk around the room and back to your seat 

































i; EXERCISE 20 I 
i Find The Balls ! 
;_'! !1 
I 
1 : :! !: Vocabulary: under, into, on, bump. i\ 
1: Tell this story: J/ 
!1 Bozo, the clown, was the best juggler in the circus. He !·11 
!l was a very happy little clown and everyone loved him. There was 1 
r only one thing . Bozo was not very careful about the balls he I 
i: used in his act. He put them all in a box every night. One 1! 
Ji n ight, Bozo put his balls away but somehow or other, he did not /1 
;r close the cover tight enough. During the night, while Bozo vms 1! 
!: sleep ing, a little dog crept into his r?om. No\v, 1vhen the dog 'II 
!i saw the box he couldn 1 t help but touch 1 t. The dog \vas very ji playful, as most dogs are and he just loved that box. He pushed 
1t it and pulled it until --- all at once --- the box fell over. i, 
li Bump, btunp, bump --- all over the floor ·went the balls. Bozo !1 
!i heard the noise and jumped up. The dog 1vas so fright ened he l[ 
1; scampered away. Bozo put on the light and what do y ou suppose? ;! 
i: He could not find any of the b a lls. They had disappeared. But ;: 
1
1
.: I know where they are. Do you? One ball rolled into a corner, ii 
,! another rolled on the rug, the other rolled under the bed, and ii 
J) the last went bump against the wall. Poor Bozo, he is so un- Jl. 
:; happy. Let 1 s help him find the balls. _, 
;; !] i~ The teacher dra1qs on t h e board circles to represent balls. li 
li Inside each ball is a word to be practiced. Each ball is num- Jl 
1: bered. The v1hole cla ss responds. \[ 
li 8 8 8 8 ;! 
1\ Teacher asks: ji 
!I li !i jl !! 1. ~~:tb!~? the number of the ball that _rolled under the /I 
i! Number 4 - under. I 
i: 2. \'/hat is the number of the ball that rolled .Q11 the rug? I 
!i Number 2 - on. l: 
I! 3. What is the number of the ball tha t rolled into the I' 
I ' n Jl I! cornerr , 
P Number 1 - into. ): i; ,, 
,, i· 
\\ 4. Hhat is the number of the ball that went bump against !I 
'' the \'Tall? :1 
i,! ,1,- j' Number 3 - bump. 
,r 
5 





























































Children have flash cards with words cat, dog, 
:t 
I! rabbit, pig, horse. 
q 
Teacher w-rites on chalkboard riddles listed below. lj 






It is a pretty animal, 
It is little, 
It says Mew, Mew, 
\·Jhat is it? 
It is a little animal, 
It is pretty, 
It says bow-wow, 
Vlhat is it? 
It is on the farm, 
It is little, 
It says cluck, cluck, 
1,-Jhat is it? 
It is on the farm, 
It is a big animal, 
It runs fast, 
iVhat is it? 
It is a little animal, 
It is pretty, 
It hops and hops, 



























































* Each child should have a complete puzzle set. 
il 
,i 









II two, have, what, here, now, something, please, away, '\ 
I, 
!i can, toys. 
I' II II 




pieces on y our desk. Leave a place to make the puzzle. Each !! 
.. i: piece fits 
,, 
into the next. Find the word tha t 
I ~
" ! ~ !; 
•' ii 
tells hmv many eyes you have. 










is u s ed 1.'lhen you ask a question. 'I 






completes thi s sentence: Please do 
completes this sentence: I see : 
is a polite word. 
tells -v;here you might go. 
me::ans: I do it. 
tells what Santa Claus brings. 
Check words as you proceed. If the 






















il consists of all pieces for both airplane :1 
lj 
i: A complete puzzle set 















:I j ; 
,. 
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!~ EXERCISE 23 
1: 
=== ===-="=-=-----
Finish the Sentence 
;" 
I 
I' ;i Vocabulary: 
I' 








The teacher reads the sentence and the class fills in the 















1. When it i s raining , we stay in the ______ . Flash -
house. 
2. When an airplane leaves the ground, it goes 
Flash - up. 





Two and two are Flash - four. 
The little hen can say-------- Flash cluck. 
After lunch we can say, we just 
----· 
Flash - ate. 
This pet is big and we can ride on him. \f e call him 
-------· 









II II I! 






I • j: 
~ : 
li 
















Wh en it i s almost time to go home we say, the bell will il 
i 
ring -------- Flash - soon. 
\i e do not a lw·ays use a boy's name. 
him _____ _ Flash - he. 
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i l " 
i• 'I rl 1 
!' li 
' I• ,, 
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Guess 'dhat ,, 
II 
·I !i Vocabulary: 
I' 



























are, animal, cow, horse, yes. 
Each .child ha s two cards: "Yes" and "No''. II 
I! 
ii 
" 'ltl e are going to play a game. I will write ~ il 
question and you are to hold up the right answer. f 
ij 
Teacher writes: "Is a horse an animal?" Children hold up \\ 
response. Teacher quickly checks answers. !\ 
Teacher: "Let us read it aloud. 'dhat vTas the right an-




!! Teacher proceeds in the same manner with follo-v1ing sentences: 
i; 
" II :, 
Is a cow an animal? 
Is grandfather an animal? 
Are horses and pigs animals? 
Is a barn an animal? 
Is a cat an animal? 












* Each child should have a complete puzzle set. The follow- ! 
!: ing vocabulary words are to be used to make a sailboat: I some- ~~ 





!I the ii 
Teacher says: "Today we are going to make a puzzle. Spread ;I 
pieces on your desk. Leave a place to make the puzzle. Each 1 
I 























you use when you ask for something. 
means at this very moment. 
tells where you might be. 
is used when you ask a question. 
tells what little girls play with. 








completes this sentence: (Do you ever see a lassie go this I 
way and , 
is sometimes on your paper." 
If the pieces are put together successfully, a sailboat 























Some f/7/'n:; ?lease. 
Th/.s /6 fhe aoml?lef-ed f'?t/Zzle, Tht'!! ;::;v?.zh 
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'· il 
!: EXERCISE 26 ![ 
' !I ij Pick Up The Nail ii 
" 
1: Vocabulary: there, soon, ate, cluck, find, you. il 
i' Tell this story: il 
jj It was Valentine's Day. Nr. Potter, the mailman, was com- il I! n 1: ing down the street. He had a whole bag full of cards. There p 
li vlas a little patch of ice on the sidewalk. l\1r. Potter did not 11 
ii see the ice. Bump, bump, dovm went Nr. Potter. All the mail jl ii vrent flying all over the street. Poor Mr. Potter, what could he l!
1 ii do? Let's help him to pick up as many cards as we can. I 
:: I, 
,. 
Envelopes are drawn on the board, each envelope is numbered. i! 
;i 
i\ The words to be pra cticed are printed inside. 
I! 




II responds to the questions. 
i! ~ i'~ ~ -,, 























1. What is the number of the card that means to look for 




2. Vlha t is the number of the card that rhymes with truck? -~~~ 
Number 3 - cluck. 
!I 
3. 1;lh a. t is the number of the card with three letters, that II 
sta rts withy and ends with u? Number 6 - you. , 
!I 
'I 4. 'i/hat i s t h e number of the c a r d tha t sounds t h e same as !1 
the number vlOrd eight? Number 2 - ate. i! 
II 
!I 5. 111Jh a.t i s the number of t h e card that means "in a little li 
while"? Number 4 - soon. !I 
6. \'/ha t is t h e number of the card that beg ins with the 









:1 EXERCISE 27 ~ ' 
li ,. 
': 













school, to, cows, pigs, children, boys , chi ckens, 
!. ,, 
'I li do, go, girls , horses. 
d 
;I 
i1 T-1a terials: 
ii 











;: Teacher: !; 
ii !: 
"I am going to write something on the boa rd. You' I 







'· ' · 
' 
'· I. ,. 
i: 
I 
" rr-== .. =-=;.· .. '-""-~------~----·. 
' 
" it 
Do children go to school? 
Do pi gs go to school? 
Do chickens go to s chool? 
Do girls go to s chool? 
Do cows go to s chool? 
Do horses go to s chool? 
Do boys go to school? 
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1: 
!i EXERCI SE 28 
': Fireman Game j! 
,, 
1: Teacher needs flash cards on chalkboard tray or in ·word i! 
" !: chart with t he following vocabulary: man, children, ride, 
I· 
! fast. 
i. Pass out a piece of paper to e a ch child. Have child draw 
'I II a ladder vTi th five rung s. 
I, 
I• 
li Each child is a fire-
li 
li man and must climb the lad-
1: 
!! der to put out the fire. To 
I! 1· b h h"ld t qc 1m eac rung , c 1 mus ): 
" iiprint the correct vlOrd in 
;· I! 
1




Teacher says: "Look at the board and see if you can find 
iia word that: 
i: 
i ~





tells what the Lone Ranger's pet is. 
(After one child finds the vlOrd and points it out, 
everyone prints or copies the \vord in the space above 
rung #1.) 
tells how the Lone Ranger's horse goes. 
( After one c hild finds the word and points it out, 
everyone prints or copies the \-Tord in the space above 
rung # 2, and so on.) 
tells "~;.Tho likes to listen to the Lone Ranger. 
tells what the Lone Ranger does on his horse. 

































· ' :. 
!. EXERCISE 29 
' Hot And Cold 
,: 
r Vocabulary: you, my, bump, into~ on, under. 
j: · The teacher reviews these words orally with the class. 
I' i: c hild is sent out of t h e room. 
I· 
, I 
The others decide on one word 
I! and then pl a ce all the cards in obvious places around the room. 
jl The ch ild is t hen asked to return. He must guess vlhat word t h e 
:. 
li 
1 class wants him to find. He does this by walking up to e a ch 
!! 
r· 
; vTOrd. If he approa ch e s a word, far away from the designated one ~ 
•' 
i· 
1: t he class claps softly. 
ll 
·dhen he s tarts toviar d the right 1-rord 
\' j· t he cla ss claps louder and louder until the c hild p ick s up the 
I' 
:' correct one. 
ii 
He must then p ronounce it, f a cing the class , and 







































!: EXERCISE 30 
!· 
,. 
























mother, Dick, grandmother , pretty, father, J ane, 




Pictures of Grandfather , Grandmother, Dick, Jane, 





















Teacher: " i.:l e are going to play hide and seek. 
!i q I, 
I will writ~ 
il 
on the board what you are to look for, and we wil~ 
see who finds it first." 
Teacher writes: 
Find the pretty baby of Mother and Father. 
Find the gr andmother of the children. 
Fi nd the pretty children. 
Find the gr andfat her of t he children. 


































'I II I. 
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li EX"ERCI SE 1 
!: ,, 
,. 
li li Vocabulary: 
" i:




































One, Two , Three 
one, two, three . 
:i 
" 'ltl e are going to write some number ·words. The wordW 
are at the top of the paper . Let's rea d the top IJ 
II 
line tog ether . (One, two, three) . Let's rea d the 1' 
first sentence . One word is left out. " hat word !I 
will we write to finish the sentence? 
by yourself." 
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:; EXERCISE 2. 
;: 
:i 
il ;; Vocabulary: 
,, 
:D-'Iake And Color 
make, Pony, baby, Kitten, the, one, two, duck, 
houses, red, black, yellow. 
"Here are some sentences. Read each sentence and 
do what it tells you to do. There are questions 































































the answer to the question. Print the answer to 
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1: EXERCISE . 3. 
I! 
,: 







Here Is Something 
:: Directions: 
I' 
li The phrases ll 
Let' s rea d the first Jj 




















are at the top of the paper. 
sentence together. What phrase shall we write on 
the line? Do t h e rest of the page by yourself." 
four eggs 
a kitten to play with 
a pretty doll 
Here is something for Jane. 
Here is something for Mother. 
Here is something f or Puff. 
Here i s something for Father. 
a big house 
a little but 
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Dick, toy, can, come, car, ball, look, big, corn, 
corn, book, horse, help. 
"Here are some rows of words with phrases under 
them. Read the words in each row. Then read the 





word in each row which goes with each phrase. Draw :l 
a circle around the word in each row which goes wit~ 











!j I· I! 






each phrase. Print the word you encircled on the 
line beside each phrase." 
baby ball book toy 
Something that can talk. 
doll duck Dick did 
Something that says, "Quack". 
can come car corn 
Something you ride in. 
book ball look big 
Something you can read. 
horse house help happy 
Something you live in. 

















S o ~.-\-h , A j 
ba.'by bo..\\ boo\ +-oy 
$oyn~ t"\, ,;.... S + a..--t Q.t..\. n +~\\ 
- ---
---




boak \co k 
ht::~YS e h o\Ac.:. e. he\~ 'ha r f i 
Sorne~ ' ~3 "/o u \,~ -e. \ n 
d,_,~k do_3 hall c 0 ,, 







!! EXERCISE 5 
II 
I' ,, 










































the two phrases at the right. Choose one phrase 
that tells wh at Sally can do. Hrite t h e whole sen-
tence on the line under it. 
(Sally can jump up and down.) 
Finish the other sentences the same vray. 11 
Sally can jump up and down. 
ride a ball. 
Puff can run away. 
help Nother. 
Father can work in a here. 
come to see you. 
Jane can find something to play • 
make a blue g o. 






juVVtp up cmJ down 
Y-i de.. Ct ball 
IU h CA IJJ o._ \( 
h-e-/ p /VIotl e.-
w o r-- 1<:. \ VI a ~ e r- -e. . 
(:uV!Ae tb ee you. 
{., VI l SDt'V\ eiL"j to rio, y 
Wt (1 k e c.. blu e J o 
It 
II 
i! tAJ5 li I 
'I 
j, 
=~-F=="-=-===:::::::--=:=..==..::.-.=:-: =--== --· . ===- - ---- - - =~~=+-== ii :; EXERCISE 6. 
·I I: i! 
;j Wants 









































say want, wants . Let's do the first exercise to- ,, 
! 
I 
gether . Now read the sentences . Can you find the J 
missing word? Remember, it is wants or want. Yes, 
it is wants. Let' s write wants on t he line. 
you finish the page . " 
want wants 
r,1other said, "I want to eat." 
Mother --------- cookies. 
Dick and Jane went to help Father. 
They to help. 
Little Quack v1ant s a mother. 
The chickens a mother too. 
Sally sees a little ball. 
She to play ball. 
Father said, "Come children". 
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_____ to helP· Thej 
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l\fatChing vlords To Pictures I 




:: ~~:t~;:t w~~:t:~:d:n ~~:r f~~::· r~:: 1! 
r: \·fuat is in the picture? Yes, a baby . Look at the ij 
words under the picture. Who can read the first j! 
word? Yes, baby. Does baby tell what is in the 1! 
picture? It does. Draw a line under the word !I 
baby to show that the word baby tells what is in I 
the picture. I 
Read the second word under the picture. Does it Jl 
tell what is in the picture? No, it does not. Thenl I. 
leave it alone. Do the other pictures in the same ii 
i>lay. 
Look at the picture. 








:r Dr avl a line under the one word which tells vlhat is li 
in the picture. 1; 
., 
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1\ EXERCISE 8 i 
I! Who and What · ; !I 
,I 
:1 Vocabulary: who, what, ride, pets. 
:I 
'! Directions: "Let's read the two words at the top of t he paper. 
Find one phrase at t he bottom of the paper that 
tells someone's name. Write it i n the box under 
\'lho. Find a phrase at the bottom of the paper that 
tells what something is. Write that phrase in the 
box under i>rhat. Find as many phrases as you can to 
go into the boxes." 
vlho \"/hat 
funny Sally pretty pets 
two blue boats in the car 
my Father three red balls 
a big cookie little Tim 
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I
I EXERCISE 9 :· I Likenesses · : 
jj VocahtJ~ary: my, up, he, ate, sat, soon, jump, down, book, ball. ' 
\\ Directions: "\'/ e are going to play a game. I am going to hold 
:! 
up a word. You are to find a word on your papers 
just like the one I hold up; and dra\v a circle 
around t he word." 
Teacher flashes ea ch word for a period of five seconds in 
follo1dng order: 
'i 1. my 























3. ate 4. he 5. sat 
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and Differences 
man, up , car, jump , call, Find, down , can , bump , 
ball. 
"Here a r e s ome pairs of words. Some of the pai rs 















ea ch pair of words very carefully. . :, Dr aw a red cJ.r- ;! 
ji 
cle a round t h e pairs of words that a r e alike. Dr aw·;: 








































.n t"Yla..n :f\..; c\ -h~ 
n )-naY'l k;'~ d h;., 
I bQ.n bo. I bell 
" 
C!.a.. i I a. ~I ba ll 
• (7 "'' ~'~ da v.I YJ ' up 
I"' , brown a \H n t.tp 
I 
...- C..d'(' l!an C!an 
)") <!.c:tY" I r~n ~YJ 
I 









I b~A-rnf ~~ r-n-y Un-t r> ' 
I 
~U.vnf> n.y ~YY\p I fv4.mr I 
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" 1: II II I. 
! 
j• ,. 
ball, up, red, house. 
"Here are some words in a box. Look at the word 
with a box around it at the top of the big box. 
Read the word very carefully. Look at the rows of 
words in the big box. Find two words that are just 
like the word with a box around it at the top of 
the big box. Draw boxes I 
example 
around these "\>lOrds. Print the word with a box 
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:f EXERCISE 12 
'I h Completion 
i· 
1! ii Vocabulary: all, cows, for, friends, Grandfather, our, run, saw~ 
ii 













thing for her Look at the three v1ords: 
funny, friends, find. Can you find the missing 
w·ord: Yes, it is friends. 'v'lrite the v1ord friends 
on the line. Finish the page." 
Jane 1-vants something. 
Something for her 
funny friends find 





All the animals want Grandfather 
They want to 
and the eat 
The cows saw Spot. 
They wanted to 
ran run red 
I, 
' I. 
j (" I~ 
i . 
., .. J 
.. .. .. , r 
r-J· ,...._ / , 
. ' f '-A 





j I ~-t')(=) 




















,: Vocabulary: ball, for, little, not, the. 
I I 
! Directions: I "Let's rea d the words at the top of the page. Theyr 

























Let's read it together. Can you find the missing 
w·ord? Remember, it is the or for. !t Yes, it is t he. : 
-- . 
Write the word the on the line. Finish the sen-
tences. Do what it tells you in the boxes at the 
bottom of the page." 
the for 
Jane sees ball. 
It is Sally. 
ball i s little. 
It is not Jane. 
It is not Dick. 
Nother said, "Get ball, Sally. II 
big ball is in house. 
Dick 's ball is big ball. 
Make the ball for Dick. Make the ball for Sally. 
I 
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What Can Dick See? 
ball, barn, little, the, pretty 
"Let's read what it says at the top of the page. 
Let's read it together. It says, at the farm, at 
home. Now look at the phrases at the bottom of 
the page. 11'fhat does the first phrase say? l;lould 
Dick see little boats at the farm or at home? Yes, 
Dick would see little boats at home. So write the 
phrase, little boats on the line under at h ome. 
Read all of the phrases. \liri te them in the right 
column." 
at the farm 
little boats 
three kittens 





a baby doll 
pretty toys 
a farm dog 
a funny ball 
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ball, covl S, Grand.fa ther, Jack , Susan 
"Let's re c:..d \'fh a t it says at the top of this page. 
It s ays Animals Toys Friends. Now look at the 
words at the bottom of the page. 'vlhat does the 
first ~orord say? Is ball a toy, an animal, or a 
friend? Yes, ball is a toy. \·Jri te the word ball 
under toys. Re a d the words. \vri te all the toys, 
animals, and friends in the correct column." 
Animals Toys Friends 
ball Susan pigs 
Jack duck :babbits 
Grandfather boat doll 
cows pony big 
Tim Tom ride 
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:: EXERCISE 16 
;: 
li 












girl, toy, boy, pig, Jane, ·Puff, kitten 
"We are going to find w·ords that mean the same. 
Let's read the first words. If they mean the same 
write S on the line. If they are not the sa~e writ1i 
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cows, eat, friends, Grandfather , hello, Jack, prett~, 
!I Susan. 
"Let's read the words at the top of the pag e. Th~ ~ 
say Yes No. Now let's read the first ques tion. 1l 
il 
Let's read it together . Can Spot say, ' Mew, mew ' ? ;: 
I' 
No , Spot cannot say, '!'1ew- mew'. 
,,
'i 'ri te No after the i' 
:i 
f i rst question. Finish the page . " li 
il 
Yes 
Spot say, "New, mevT"? 
Grandfather say, "Hello"? 
Sally look pretty? 
COvlS eat? 
Tim see? 
Jack and Dick friends? 
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· EXERCI B 18 
:! Completion 
















"Let ' s read the first exercise together. It says 
j; I am little, but Sally plays "tvi th me. 
I I 
I 
;I Now look at the box at th~ 
right. Can you find the mi ssing phra se? 
i' 
Yes, it i ~ 
F a littl e car. Vrite t h e phrase on the line . 
' ,, 
,, 
'· ish t he page." 
:. I am little but Sally plays vl i t h me. 






l! I am little but I help Grandfather . !i 
; I am -----------
I! 
:! I am a little toy but I can talk. 
' 
: I am 
----------------------------
a little can 
a little ca r 
a little boy 
a little toy 
a little doll 
a little ball 
;I can run and jump but I do not go to s chool. a little doll 












-- - . --. ---------·- ·-"-- . '•- --------- - - -· 
. - ·-·- ----------· ---- _,, ____ ----------
-,J CH1'l a ~ 1++1 e cor 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~--------------
arn li++Je bu+ I help Gmndf.a+her. 
! Qn'l ~--------------
n 
~ orn a I I I I I + I I l I t I ~~-r-tre o~ but ; can -talK . 
, a~rv"''. ~ ,I " I f 
a I lt+le bo~ 
a I i+fle to~ 
a i i ++i e do i i 
a I i +tl ~ ba I I 
con run and Jump bu-1- I do no+ p +o schoo/.1 a- liHie doll 
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:· Voc abulary : 
; ~ 
Find , ate, play, call, ball , man. 
; ~ 
!! 














il !, words in it which look alik e (but a re not alike). 
'I One of t he words correctly completes the sentence. !! 
Re ad each sentence very carefully. Choose t he on e ii 
,, 
q 
vTOrd wi t hin t he s entence which correctly completes !; 
:j 
II the sentence. Dr a-.;-r a circle a round t h i s word . Prin~ 
II 
the word y ou encircled on the line under the s en- 11 
tence." 
Dick s a id, "Please ( Find, blind) my book." 
Spot ( a te, gate) his dinner. 
Dick and J ane wen t ou t to ( 1-;ay, pl ay ) • 













5 . Sally plays wi t h her blue ( -vmll, b all). 
6. J ane saw a (man, r an ) in a blue coat. 
~. 
0 '.,, t."' : • ' J I ~ ,4- • 
"' d ....... 
"'1 • ._ ' I I 
K" Jj.( ... •. 
. '~ ( 
. . 
.. --• >.:::.;'!1111 
' • 

















please, hello, pretty, doll, that. 









!' ;l !: 
. II t h e first sentence. In the next sentence, a word 1 ~ 
!I 
:I j, I• I · 
















left out. Find the word at the top tha t finishes 
the sentence. Write it on t he line. Do t he others ~~ 
!i 
!! by yourself." 
n 
Please Hello 
Grandfather saw Spot. 
He said, tl Spot". 
J ane wanted a pretty doll. 
She said, II get me tha t doll. II 
Dick ran to Father and said, 
let me ride a big horse". 
Boys and girls came to play with Sally. 
"-----' boy s and girls" , said r'iother. 
Sally went to school. 
----- --' 
Sally, said Dick and Jane. tl 
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hmv, good, bump, stop, boy, hop. i' 
li 
"Let's have fun finding words that rhyme. Read the il 





























tence. Find a word a t the top of the paper that 
rhymes with the IifOrd underlined. 
line. Do the rest by yourself. 







A ball is a good ~ for a 
Little Rabbit will hop and not 
Do not jump so fast you ------------· 
The £ig is funny and 
Now we will find the 
------· 
? Who can play with 
It is fun to 
-----
The ~ kitten said, "-------" 
'~iri te it on the 
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I' ! \"lhere 
j; 
li 





put, on, did, Grandfather, lives, white. il 
"Here are some sentences with questions under them. ,, 
Read each sentence very carefully. Then read the I 
questions under each sentence. Find t he phrase in I 
each sentence which correctly answers each question 
Print the phrase which correctly answers ea ch ques- ~J 
tion on the line under each question." 
1
1 
is going to take her little baby for a walk. 
is l\1other going to take her little baby? 
sat in Father's car. 













put Tim on the pony. 
did Sally put Tim? 
' 
Grandfather lives in a big white house. 
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Things I Can Do And See 
all, ball, barn , come , cows, friends , Grandfa ther , 
little, pretty , J.V1 e-.;v- metf , Susan, run, \.vant . 









f . ,, 
I Can See . Now look at the phrases at the bottom il p 
,j 








you do it? Yes, so write the phrase play ball 
under Things I Can Do . Read the other phrases . 
Write them in the right column". 
Things I Can Do Things I Can See 
li 
















r ed barn pretty Susan 
come home a l l my toys 
find Mother a yellow house 
our friends want something 
run fast say l\1ew- mew 
---------- ----·- ~ - - - - ·· -··--------- ------------------···· . -- ---- -- ------- --·· -- --- - -- ---
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f . h OlJr rte.nc:ts 
t~,u. If' .{:;,.~ s-+ 
. • f I I ·--'f '-.. 
pret+tt ,Su.qJn 
!. \ <i 
a II m -:1 +o;:J.S 
a :1e!low hruse 
vvon-1- sorn~{hlnq 
' } 












so, fast, good. 
"Read the phrase at the top together. 
the first line. Something is missing. 
Let's read 
Find a 
I I I; 
i! 

















































The cookie I want is 
Mother looks 
-------- ----------· 





Dick can make the pony go 
---- ---------· 
vl e have toys that are 
The doll that Jane wants is 
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doll, pony, horse, tail, animals. 
!I Directions: "Let's read the directions together. Do vfhat it 
I! 


















Make a red X on all children. 
Make a blue X under all toys. 
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ball, barn, come, hello, Susan, who. J 
"Let' s read the first clue. Let's read it together ~ 
Now look at the boxes beside the first clue. How IJ 
li 
many boxes do you see? Yes, there are four. Not- ;I 
I, 
ice that there is a "0" in the firs t box. Let's i! i[ 
look a t the words at the bottom of the page. 
\I 
1\ Can II 
II you find a word with four letters tha t begins with 1\ 
Yes, it is come. l1 
II I, 
blackboard) like this. Finish the page. Remember \\ 
"C" and is something you can do? 
Nake the boxes say C ( demonstra te on 0 M E 












You can do it. !CUo J,.,J e ] 
A girl's name. .1 s t ~ i.sl QJ " r 
Farm animals go in here 115 I 6 d I ,.. J n J 
Dick can say this. 
Tom and Susan play with it. 
ball barn 
Susan Hello 
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may, Puff, soon, Dick, his, make, Pony, ducks, 
Sally, horse, my, Puppy, do,.m, sat, happy. 









1: sentence has a line under it. Read each sentence !/ 
very carefully. Look at the first word in each sen~ 
I! 
tence to see which letter it begins with. Find two lj 
other words in each sentence that begin with the I 
I 
same letter as the first word in each sentence does ~ 
J/ 
I! Remember, in each Draw a line under these words. li 
sentence you will draw a line under two words. i! 
II 
On a second sheet of paper, you w·ill find the let- ii 
p 
ters: N, P, D, S, and H. Read the first sen- 1/ 
il tence again. Find all the words in the first sen- ,, lj 
'I 
1! tence that begin with M. Print the words on the 
;I 
lines under the letter M. The \'lords that you print J! 
:I 
on the lines under the letter M are the words you 
already underlined in the sentence. Remember in 
each sentence there are three 1.rords with lines undef 
i! 
'I 
them after you completed the sentences. So you wil4 
tl 
:j 
print three words under each letter. In the second /! 
·I. 
li 
sentence, find all the v:ords that begin with P, and il 
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II Vocabulary: barn, cows, Jack, saw, the, they, who. 
I! 
il 
I! Directions: !; "Let's read the sentences under Spot. Let' s read II I! 
n ,. them together. Now, which one do you think happene~ 
" first? Yes, Spot saw the big red cows. Put the ii 
number 1 in the box bes:lde the sentence. 1iha t hap- ~~ 
pened next? Yes, Spot ran after the cows. Put a 2 \ 
in the box beside tha t sentence. Now, wha t hap-
pened? Yes, the cows ran to the barn. 
II 
,I 
Put a 3 in II 








Spot saw the big red cows. Sally ate the cookies. 
ij 
The cows ran to t h e barn. 
Spot ran after the cows. 
Fun 
They play with Jack. 
They have fun. 
I ·ick and Jane see Jack. 
- · - ~- -····-----· -=--'-'· ='---" ·=·· -=--·c..:- -· -
J ane said, "Here are 
cookies." 
Sally saw the cookies. 
Susan Helps 
Ivlother said, "l:lho will 
help?" 
Susan helped lV[other. 
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Cookies 
D Sa II :::J a+e the v~ 
I_IJonesa.,d) "Here Qr--" 
Ll Sa ll'j sow tine c 
5t.J5an H : r:=.l r ';{' ~ ~ ...... · 
i 
IIMother said,"Who v 
,-~. 
l __ l Susan he! pa 
r---, 
I I --·- . , : ,l-)u c:an !"'a r\ i·~a 
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1: EXERCI SE 29 il 
r \'/hat Am I? II 
:; Vocabulary: what, am, talk, cannot, eat, Feed, me, ride, Father!, 
q 1: 
1: take, on, you. 11 
I: 1'1' !; 
!: Directions: "Look at the first picture on the left side of your ji 
ii •·Th t . . t? y . t f N '1 1 I: paper. v; a 1s 1 . es - a p1c ure o - a pony. ow l 




:; er. Do y ou see the vwrd J2.Q.!!;Y? Cut the w·ord .I2.2f!Y II 


















I • ; 
I 
i: 




other pictures in the same way. \1 
Look at t h e picture. Re ad the row of \>Tords very 11 
carefully. Find the vwrd that tells what i s in the ji 
picture. Cut each ·word and paste it under the pic- 1; 
ture it matches. \'latch out ! ! There is one word 1\ 
I 
·' tha t does not ma tch any picture. 11lhen y ou h ave !i 
'I 
pasted ea ch word under the picture it ma tches, sep- i: 
ara te the pictures by cutting them. Be very care- ~~~ 
ful not to cut t h e ;;.rord from t h e picture it matches i 
Look a t t he story i n t he f irs t box . Rea d t h e s tory ii 
II 
very carefully. Thi s s t ory tell s yQl.J_ a bout a 1wrd !i 
and pictu re. 1tih a t I<TOrd and picture doe s it tell ll 
,I 
about '? Ye s - b aby. Then paste the picture of baby !J 
beside the story of ba by on the right s i de of your II 
paper. Do the other stories in the same T..·my . ;I I 
;I 
!, 
Choose the picture which the story tells about. 11 
Rea d the story. 
Pa ste the picture beside the story tha t tells about !\ 




















i! ,, I 





















I surprise, good, farm, barn, white. I 
"Here are some riddles. Let's read the first one 






and write it in the box at the right. 
Do the others the same vlay by yourself. 11 













Grandmother can make me for a surprise. 
'I'Tha t a.m I? 
cookies toys 
I can run fast. 
Dick can have a good ride on me. 
Fha t am I? 
a pony a pig 
I help at the ·farm. 
You saw four at a barn. 
vlha t am I? 
a house a horse 
I have something white to drink • 
Children like to see me. 
vlha t am I? 
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i! EXERCI SE 1 Birthday Game 
!j Vocabulary: don't, had, met, buy, him, could. 
I 
i 








































\ Teacher says: 
I 
,! 
"Let's pretend that today is your birthday. There !l 
are six candles on your cake. Let' s see how many H 
candles you can blow out." (To blow out candle, ij 
find the correct word and erase the flame.) "Blow 'I\ 
out the candle that: 




rhymes with Jim. 
is a short word for do not. 
completes this sentence - Yesterday I 
cream soda. 
rhymes with would. 
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. lj 
I' ; EXERCISE 2 ~~ 
Apple Tree Game li 
i 
I 




ll Under the tree are 'I 
1: 
The teacher draws a tree on the board. 
,, 
Inside each apple is a word to !i 
il I, i be practiced. The a pples are numbered. The teacher tells the 1: 




circles which represent a pples. 
~ class that yesterday this tree 1-1as full of apples. 
i the night the wind blew all the apples off the tree. If the 
II 
i children can rea d all the words, they will be able to put the ' II 
il i : apples back on the tree. i' d 
!I 
ij 
3 ' !! 1?\0 ii VV 1i 
. # jl 
1\ 
1. vihat is the number of the apple that tells us something !j 







t .. ~· c :_:,; -.o :_-.- ,_;·: ~ i' 
! ~
sound of "s"? No. 1. - as. I 
I 
What is the number of the apple tha t means "once more"? ! 
No. 3 - again. I j. 
II What is the number of the apple tha t rhymes with ball? I 
No • 2 • - call. 1\ 
\•lhat is t h e number of the apple tha t ends with the !1 
sound of "f"? No. 5. - if. !I 
it/hat is the number of the apple tha t beg ins with the jl', 
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along, can't, glad, your, ask, lives, walked, 






Flash cards with words printed on them. IndividualJ! 
,! 
papers for children containing words in rectangles . !i 
d 




'· Teacher: 11 \ll e are going to play a game. I am going !, 
" 
,, 
'I to hold up a word and you are going to :1 
'I 
find a word like it. Hold it up and say !; 
it." Teacher then flashes cards. Child- !J II 
ren find word, hold it up and say it. ~~ 
I 
I 
-- ------- ··::~------=-=·--=-·.:. _____ :....:. --- -- .::.... 
II 
' !: 
: EXERCI SE 4 
· Vocabulary: 
Kite Game 
when, let, galloping, first, name !J 
=I q 






































"It is a windy I•larch day. A good day to fly I 
kites! When the kites were in the air, a big 
gust of wind came and blew the kites away. Let's 
see hm>T many kites we can get back. If you catch ll 
the correct kite, you may draw a string from the ~·, 
kite to a hand. I 
Find the kite that: 
1. is another word for something you all have. 
2. rhymes with pet. 
is used wh en asking a question. 
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II :EXERCISE 5 ll Sailboat Game 
il 
;voc abulary: dar k , door, five, faster. i! il 
The teacher sketches sailboats on the board. i• She tells the il 
;children that all the boats a re lined up for a r ace. 
:I 
II 




;printed inside each boat. All the boa ts are numbered. If the 





.I :pushing the boats into the water. The whole class responds. 
I 
' 












What is the number of t he boat tha t has two letters and \ 
is also the name of something that stings? No. 4. - be. 
v'iha t is the number of the boat tha t tells us something !
1 every room has? No. l. - door. i 
i! 
What is t h e number of the boat t hat tells u s what it is i; 
like at night? No. 3. - dark. I 
\vha t is t h e number of the boa t t hat tells us a number 
word? No. 2. - five. 
What is t h e number of the boat tha t tells us a word 


































day, why, think, feed, how, room, why, just, old, 
eat. 
Individual mimeographed papers for children con-
taining words in rectangles. Children cut t h ese 






Teacher: "life are going to play a game. I am g oing 11 
' r 
to say a word. You are going to find a IJ 
I: 
" word tha t rhymes with it. Hold it up and i! 
;I 
say it." II I' 
.I 




time for children to find their \Wrd, hold it up, and say it. 
may 
broom 
my drink need now 
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Teacher has flash cards with following vocabulary words on 
them: first, peep, bird, Jim, apple, town, wagon, fat, puppy, 
nuts, roa.d. 
Put diagram on the board and tell the following story: 
"One day Dick visited the city. There 
in the city he saw a tall, tall building 
called a skyscraper. The building had ten 
floors. On the tenth floor was an observa-
tion booth - which is a place where you can 
go. From it you look out at the city below. 
You can see far and wide. Let's go inside 
with Dick and take the elevator up to the 
tenth floor for a look at the city." 
i In order to go from one floor to the 
: next, one child must find the word and hold 
: it up. The rest of the class must say it 
; out loud. If word is the correct one, a 
1 vertical line may be drawn from first floor 
1 to second; second floor to third, etc. 
11 Who can find the word that: 









2. would be a good lunch for Mr. Squirrel? 
3. is a good toy for a boy? 
4. is another name for a village? 
5. is what a baby dog is called? 
6. is another word for robin? 
1. is round, red, and good to eat? 
8. is a boy's name? 





















































10. There is a l ady 
eats. Find the 
like. 
in the circus who eats and eats and :! 










Vocabulary: has, his, jumped, let's, man, if. 
The teacher sketches a flower on the board without the 











petal is numbered. Inside each petal is a word to be practiced. !: 
The teacher tells the children that the flower lost all its' li 
petals and would like to have them back. If the class responds 
correctly by naming the i•Tord, they can put the petals back on 
the flower. The teacher says: 
1. 
2. 
Vfhat is the number of the petal that has the little 
word "as" in it? No. 3. - has. 
What is the number of the petal that means "to belong 
to a boy"? No. 5. - his. 
1tlhat is the number of the petal that rhymes with 












.I 4. Wh at is the number of the petal tha t means the same as l'l 
"let us"? No. 1. -let's. 
,I 5. What is the number of the petal that tells us what our 11 
daddy is? No. 4. - man. ll 
6. \vhat is the number of the petal tha t has two letters? 


































!: EXERCISE 9 
•! 
:; 








True .And False 
fly, paint, squirrel, head; many, surprise, nest, 
eat. 
Children have cards at desk with words "Yes" and 
"No". 























to write something on the board and you i 
I 
must let me know if it is true." 
Teacher writes: 
Can cows fly? 
Does Jane have a head? 
Can Sally paint a house? 
(Children hold up "Yesn or 
after each sentence.) 
Does a bird live in a nest? 
Has a cat many tails? 
Does Sally eat cats? 
Does a squirrel eat nuts? 

















Teacher has following vocabulary words on the board or in 
!the word chart: road, making , bird, wagon, town , buy, name. 
Teacher says: 
vlho can find_ the \vord that completes these rhymes? 
1. Here comes the big green dragon 
Pulling on a little red 
2. Early in the morning I heard 
A little bro~m and yellow ---------
3. See the funny clown 
Dancing up and down 
Through the streets of 
4. See the Happy Toad 
In the middle of the 
5 • Oh me ! ! Oh my ! ! 
What can I ? 
--------
6. I smell something baking. 
I wonder vThat Jviother' s 
------· 
7. I saw a lion who was tame 




I ~ ,, 
,, 
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ii EXERCI SE 11 ;j 
!j Look Fast !I 





milk, Nancy, outdoors, pennies, robins, spla sh, 
street, push. 
i' d The teacher holds flash cards containing these words. 
'I !i tells t h e children to look fast at the word and then tell her ii ii 
I· ;j li what it says. Before she shows the card to the class she makes :i 
I! these statements. The whole class responds. i! 
j: !! 
11 1 Th. d t l . d . k Fl h . lk :i 'I • 1s wor means some 11ng we r1n • . a s - m1 • 1! 
I I> " 
'II' 2. Thi s word tells u s a girl's name. Flash - Nancy. !; 








11 4. This word tells us the name of something we can spend. :i 
II, .·, Fl a sh - pennies. 
II 
,j 





This word tells us something we can do in puddles. 






7. This word tells us t he name of a place we should never :i !i 
!i 
il !i 




8 . This word t ells u s something \ve should never do in line J 
ll 
!! 
































r-=-=-~---'::.=-·-===---=:-:.::.·.:...-.:-=..:.:..:---=---=-.=..::.= ·..::::..:..-==::- - =-==:=-~-===-~ .:.= .::.:.:=-=-=.:..:....::.::.::.:.-::-:.. . ---
! EXERCISE 12 
===--- -- ------ ,-~ -o_-:__--;-- - ~-' -"--­
' 
Riddles 
: Vocabula ry : 
I 
nest, snmv, squirrel, apples, umbrella . 
' I I''~aterials: 
I 
Children have flash cards with 11/0rds nes t, squirrel~ 
I 
I 
umbrella, snow, apples. 
i ! 
: Procedure: Teacher: 11 I am going to put a riddle on the board. ii 
You may hold up the answer." 
Teacher writes on chalkboa rd (one a t a time) t he riddles 

















Guess : I am in a tree. 
I am brO\"i'TI. 
I a.Iil the home of 8~ bird. 
\H1a.t am I? 
Guess : I am an ami mal. 
I am lit tle. 
I have a bushy t ail. 
I like nuts . 
1:Jhat am I ? 
Guess : I come in the wi nter. 
I f all from t he sky . 
I a rn whlte . 
\'lha t am I? 
Guess: I grow on trees . 
I am round. 
I am good to eat . 
\'Tha t am I? 
Guess : Children carry me on rainy days. 
They put me up when it rains . 
I keep the rain off them. 
What am I? 









































li il 11.3 
,, 
II 
,I fi===·=""'==o=--~=--===-~=-=-·c=o~ .. -:=-..::--
!• 
i: EXEH.CISE 13 
ji 
-- O'-=-..,=.OC:.7.0:.:'C,',''~O= 
Opposites !I II ,, 1: ,, 
'I I! In a horizontal line across the board, print the follow·ing il 
II il vocabulary vTords: 
II out. 
dovm, worked, after, buy, t h en, fir s t, don 't, 
il 
·' I ~ Teacher says: "Boys and g irls, let's play a game ivi th op-
i: 
:i posi tes. Vl e knovl that the opposite of black is white, and the 
., 
i! opposite of g ood is bad. I am going to ask a boy and g irl to 
·i 
:: find the opposite of a word. That boy and girl will find the 
; ~
i: i..,rord and g o immediately and stand under it. 
" i: 
;: fir s t vlill receive 
:1 



































a point for his side." 




li ii ,, 
/• 
i' 





vTalk, tree, of, yard, which, sang , things. 
i! The teacher holds flash cards. She explains to the class 
I ' I I ,. 
j: tha t before they read the word she flashes, they must listen 
l: 
II 
I, !! carefully to 





























her questions. The whole class responds. 
Can this run? Fl ash - tree. 
Can a book do this? Flash - walk. 
Does this word have ten letters? Flash- of. 
Can t his word t alk? Flash - yard. 
Is t his ·word a number word? :B1l a sh - which. 
Can you buy this? Flash - sang. 
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~~~ EXERCI SE 15 
!I 
Can You Tell? 
livocabula ry: 
II 
;!Hateria l s : 
:; 
brown , puppy, f.'Ioo, store, sleep , nut s . 
:l 







i ng ·words i n rect angles. 
:I 
Children cut t h es e out and;i 
'· 
obta in a set of word c a r ds. 
:: 
.: 







boa rd. You mu st find t h e right ans wer, 
h old it up an d say it." 
Te a ch er t h en writes following senten ces on bo ard (on e a t a 


















What color is a bird's nest? 
vihat doe s a cow s ay? 
\·Jhat does baby do a t nigh t? 
0hat do we c all a s mall dog? 
1'Jh ere do we buy food? 

















" ===; ======· ------- - - - --------- · ·-·---- __ __Jj ______ - - -
-----··--- ---------- ·- ·- ----- --------- - --- ~- -- - -----
!I 








!I I. ,, 
i l j! 
Teacher needs flash cards on cha lkboard tray or in word n il !l 
chart vli th following vocabulary words: nuts, f a t, apples, I; 
name, II 
• basket, story. 
j 
I 
You can put fruit in it. 
It has a handle. 
It begins vli th a "b" sound. 
It ends with a "t" sound. 
i•lhat is it? 
(Ans. -basket). 
Mother uses them in pies. 
They are fruit. 
They grow on trees. 
They are green or red. 
\r!ha t are t hey? 
(Ans . -apples). 
You like to read one. 
You like to listen to one. 
You like to make one up. 
\vhat is it? 
(Ans. - story). 
He comes at Xmas time. 
He wears a red suit. 
He is jolly. 
What word tells something else about him. 
(Ans. -fat). 
They are found on Thanksgiving tables. 
They are a favorite wi th squirrels. 
You can crack t hem open. 
What a re they? 
(Ans. -nuts). 
You have one. 
I have one. 
Everyone has one. 
What is it? 
( Ans . - name). 













































-- --- .. -- ---- ---- ------------- .!L ....... ----- ------ ---














c=·oo==-o=--=- ==- ·r===== 
II Yes or No [! 
.: Vocabulary: 
I' ,, 




















The teacher holds flash cards. She explains to the childreili 
'I II 
they must listen to her questions before they read the card I! 
l\ 
I, flashes. The whole class responds. 
l. Is this big? Flash - man. 
2. Is this something boys like to climb? Flash - trees. 
Is this a place to play? Flash - yard. 
Is this where cars are? Flash - street. 
5. Are these big? Flash robins. 
6. Is this a boy? Flash - Nancy. 

















I' L __ --------- -- ·- ·····-
,-, - ---------·-
i ; 
























!I Something Like It j: 




Children have mimeographed cards with the words II 
nuts, umbrella, walk, nest. jl 
II 
Tea cher: "Vie are going to play a game. I am going !! 
to write a word on the board. It will li 
make you think of one of the words on 
your desk. 
tl 
Hold up the word and say it 11 • :; 
1! 
il Teacher then puts on following words: ( allo-vling time for i! ·I 
















Easter Egg Game 
·vocabulary: peep, puppy, Sally's, name, other, worked, some, 
story. 
i 
,! Put diagram on the board. 
j, 
I! 









~ ! ,, 
" p
i ~ 
the tree." (Find correct egg and erase it off th~ 
li 
tree.) 1: II ,, 
II ,, 
" ;, I' 
'I ;, 






i\ 5. tells what Daddy did last week. 11·'1 il 
u i! I' 6. is another word for Jim. :', 
!! 7. belongs to baby. il' 




,. I 1~'=--occo= . .:.c.: .:. cc·: .:.-::.·.=:o.:--.·:o_c:·c=----~·c: =-----. -'--'-'-'-'--"'-''--'-'-' : :c_: ; ___ ;·oc=.==:.-:::co=·-::co o .. : .·c:::.:o-o:·";·;.: occ.-o-: ~o ~" _-.o-..:: :::o· . .:.-~ .::.:.o.--:o :-=·=: =:-.o=~=-=·'f=-c.· .. =--oc.c__;; __ ; ·:;_-1 ::c 
:. !, 








Up Or Down 
outdoors, Nancy, trees, push, yard, which. 
The teacher make s a statement and flashes the card. 
i 
!word i s right the children put their hands up in the air. If 







Can we play here on rainy days? 
Is this a girl? Flash - Nancy. 
Do we have these in our homes? 
Do we do this to other people? 
Can ive play here? Flash - yard. 
Does t his word end with the "ch" 
Flash - outdoors. 
Flash trees. 
Flash push. 









}1oo, eggs, nests, eat, nuts, fly. li I 
I 
I 
; Iviaterials: Individual mimeographed cards for pupils with above ! 
words. ,I 
'I !I Procedure: Teacher: "I am going to write part of a sentence 





up, and say, the word tha t will finish it J" 

















' I !i 
" I! 
Ji 




Birds live in a 
Squirrels eat 
Hens lay 
Apples are good 












































:, EXERCI SE 22 :I ;· T.V. 
i· ,. 
li Teacher has a tachistoscope made to resemble a T.V. set. 
lj 
1
' The 1: 
i: 
t a chistoscope contains the following vocabulary words : 










lr Tell the following story and flash t~e correct word on the p 
!; tachistoscope at t he correct time. 
Teacher says: 
"Once upon a time there was a little girl whose 
One day a wicked witch came by with a poison 
:; Snm-." \'/hi te took a bite out of the apple and immediately fell 
i' I' i, _ _____ • Later on a prince came by on his 
-----· 
,; He kissed Snov..· \'lhi te and she up. She rode off with 
tachistoscope. 
- - -·- • . ____ ; ___ •• ___ :..::...=_:-• ..:.=.:.:..:..~-:.~. _-:.:..::.:.. -:.·:..; .. ::.-:_·_- ~- - . :·_-; ;.:. :,.:...;._·-.= ::; ~:.:..=-- -=---=--=:::.-:.-:.:..:.:-:=....: ~-~;.._;::_:.:::.·-=.:. .:; __ 
i: n--"==:.:==---=-o:'- c-= ·. ''-"=:--==--= =----==---:==..:.-::~ - --~- - - ~-- ----·------- - ~ ---- --- -
P EXBRCISE 23 
i! What Is It? 
i! Vocabulary: jumped, his, let's five, door, call. 
i' 
1: The teacher holds flash cards. She gives the sounds of 
li word before she fl ashes it. 
I · ,. 


































'• i ' 
•: 
., 






This word begins with the sound of j. 
Flash - jumped. 
This word begins with the sound of h. 
Flash - lo..is. 
This word begins with the sound of f. 
Flash - five. 
This word begins with the sound of 1. 
Flash- let's. 
This word begins with the sound of d. 
Flash - door. 
This word begins vli th the sound of c. 
Fl ash - call. 
\!That is it? 
What is it? 
What is it? 
What is it? 
\vhat is it? 

































!i EXERCISE 24 
II ,, 
., 
I . ,, 
;; 
















11lhat Is It? 
party, story, Bunny, peep, head, milk. 
obtain a set of word cards. 
Teacher: "I am going to ask you something on the 
and saying, the right ·,wrd." 
'I 
























What do we have on our birthday? 
'l'lhat do we call a rabbit? 
\vhat do we put our hat on? 
What do we read in a book? 
\~That does a chicken say? 
\•!hat do cats like to drink? 
2 
ii 







Teacher has a tachistoscope made to resemble a T.V. set. il 




basket, apples, nuts, don't, met, at, something, eyes, ears, 
called, away. ii 
ij 






tachistoscope at the correct time. 
Teacher says: 
"Once upon a time there was a little girl whose was 1 i 
I little Red Riding Hood. She was on her way to Grandmother's 1 
I 
____ • Before she left, her moth ;l 
go away from the path.' While walk- \ 
1'1i th a 
----
and of 
Jj er said to her, ' 
the wolf. j 
i! ------
1! !i ing t hrough the woods, Little Red Riding Hood ___ _ 
II 
It The wolf ran on ahead to Grandmother's and took grandmother's II 
li 1 . b d !! p ace 1n e • Little Red Riding Hood arrived She said 
it 1 Grandmother what big 
li 
----you have and what big you 
I! have! 1 When she said' what big you have, ' 
•I ---
!f l: sprang for her. Little Red Riding Hood-----
;1 




































:! EXERCI SE 26 
. ____ _ .Jt.o.·-=::...-===o= 
II Missing Words 
II 
i 
-1 Vocabulary: pennies, robins, splash, walk, things, 
I. 
sang, trees. ~~ 
The teacher makes a statement and then flashes the card. II 






























li If vle save our money, then we can spend some • ·1 
----- ii 
Flash - pennies. 
In the big tree I saw a nest of 
-----· 
Flash - robins. 
After it rains vTe can 
---
in the puddles. 
Flash - splash. 
If it is a nice day we can go for a-------· 
Flash - walk. 
\•ihen we go to the store we buy some ------· 
Flash - things. 
Yesterday the children ~~~~--~··-· --· 
















7. In our yar.d rre have some -------. 










woman, pennies, nests, squirrel, apples, birds, 
head, feet, trees. 
none. :; 
d 
Procedure: Teacher: "We are going to pl ay a game. I am going i! 
" to write some sentences on the boa rd. II 
An old woman has 
Laugh if the sentence is funny, clap your li 
hands once if the sentence is not funny. "II 
four heads. 1 
A squirrel likes nuts. 
Pev~ies are good to eat. 
Apples grow on trees. 
Birds live in nests. 
A dog has five feet. 


































- -- -··-··.:.:.=- ;~ -__ . ...:.:.. . ..:~;~.:...--·~ ___; 
,, 
I' 
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1' I 
:; EXERCISE 28 !! I. !I 
\i Action i! 
:: !i 
!: Vocabulary: basket, peep, after, bird, nuts, galloping , fat, hi11· 
i! Teacher says: "Today we are going to have some fun. I \.Yonder II 
:: :1 
I! hm·1 many of you are \<Vide awake! I am g oing to il 
!! ask you a question, an d t hen show you the answer ii 
ii on a c a rd. If the answer is "No" you mus t put II li I ' 










!! you put your hands on your head. "Yes" you must ~~~ 
!! clap. l1 




:I I.: basket. ,:
1
• 
2. Does a baby duckling say this? Show \'lord ~· 
li II 
!: 3. I s t h i s a fruit? ShOI.Y word after. j! i: ,! 
I' II li 4. Could a turkey be called this? Show "t-Tord bird. I 
ii :1! 
!l 5. Can you eat t hese? Shm·.J word nuts. ,1 
i· 6. Do house s do t his? Show word galloping. II 
i' 
1
' 7. If you eat a lot of food you might be called t his. ij' 
i! Show word fat. I 






" il ,, 
I! 
ii ! , 
li 
p 
r : , ! 










1: " !: II 





!I :.!f.::,:=::-.:-: ·.- ::=.:::.=-=..:..~-:=.:..._---::-=:----==...=-:=.·.=...:-.:..-_ :======1-1 --------- --






i' Vocabulary: book, milk , pennies , walk, tree, door, yard. 
1: 
'I 
1: The teacher holds the flash cards. She makes a statement 


































This is something to read. Flash - book. 
This is something to drink. Flash - milk . 
This is something to open or close. Flash 
-
door. 
This is something to spend. Fl ash - pennies. 
Thi s is something to do. Flash - vvalk . 
This is something big . Flash tree. 
















































Ye s Or No 
1: Vocabulary: 
li 
woman, robin, drink, tree, rooster, wagon, ride, 
il I! 
!i head, sleepy. 
!i 













Teacher: " Vi e are going to play a game. 
to write something on the board. 




is not true, hold up the l•rord 'no' 11 • 









Does an old woman live in a tree? 
Can a co1-v ride the merry-go-round? 
Does a robin have two feet? 
Is milk green? 
Does a rooster have one head? 
Do cats drink milk? 
Ha s a wagon five \vheels? 
















































"Read the phrase under the boxes • Find t h e phrase !I 
tha t tells wha t you put in a bas ket. Write t h e 
phrase in the box". 





a funny story 
two boys 
a wagon 
a pretty puppy 
five toys 
three children 






















:· ii i' I! 











'f'"e d a. f F l e. .s 
b'(' ow v-, n \_,\ + .s 
ye w C.. ~V'n 
G\. -ru h V\ s To V"' y 
l'v\/ D 6 D S 
a W acton 
a. pre. tt- y puppy 
+ c' v e 'Tb y.s 
+k V' e. e. c..ki l cl r en 








\: p I! 
1.. ',·I·  
1.3 
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I ' ,. 
ij 
I, 

























Make And Color 
four, trees, yard, five, color, robins, door, did. i 
I 
I 
"Here are some sentences. Read each sentence and 1 




that go with the sentences. Read each question. !I 
II 
Then read the first sentence in each part again for JI 
the answer to the question. Print the answer to 
each question on the line under the question". 
Make And Color 
Make Four big trees in a yard. 
Color two trees red and brown and two trees green 























'*''* I f .'; '1; d 
! ' . 
J( IU -• $_ • ; ., ~ . . ; . I f I ·1 . :if • t · u·· tu , r ~ ·-· u ·a. · "li ' I t 
•, _.. _,_. c ttt r f ~ •. ' j · · ; S•.Jt 
i. EXERCISE 2 !1 
I 
J ~ 



























IVJ:ake And Color 
Make Five baby robins in a tree. 
Color the five baby robins red and brown. 
What did you color red and brown? 
Make A house with a door 
Color the house brown and the door red. 
What did you color brown and red? 
Nake a yard Where Sally can play. 
Color the yard brown. 
What did you color brown? 


















































































,, Make Making 
jl 




























Read the first sentence. One word is missing. Fin 
the word that will go in the blank. Write the word I 
on the line. Do the rest of the page by yourself. 11 li 
! 
I 
Sally wants to help Mother cookies. 
The children are things in school. 
The nuts the cake look good. 
Father is a dollhouse for Sally. 
You can ~our mother happy. 
The family are Old Toy Horse look new. 




















Sa.lly Waht--6 1b he I p fl,fb-rher- c.oo ki e. s.. 
lh e c. hi ldr-e h o. re ___ :+hi "'\9s i Vl ~ h oo l. 
. The Vlui"s wi II -the ~ake. lool< 3ood. 
. r=-o.t-h e- r- i .s. Q. doll h o v. s e. -fo ~ .SG\ ll y. 
i. you ca t"l y ~ L( r 1Vl id-h e r ht>. f f y. 








" :: EXERCISE 4 
!: 
\i Vocabulary: 




































- ----- - - -·=== = 
I, 
Which One 
robin, read, rabbit, which, gives, dark, door, 
splash, many, man, may, says. 
"Here are some rO"\<lS of '\'lords with phrases under 
them. Read the words in each row. Then read the 
phrase under each row. See if you can find the 
word in each row which goes with each phrase. Draw I 
a circle around the word in each row which goes wit~ j! 
each phrase. Print the word you encircled on the 
line beside each phrase". 
Robin read red rabbit 
Which one can you do? 
children chair chicken cookies 
Which one gives us eggs? 
dark desk door duck 
\'lhich one can splash? 
many my man may 
\1hich one says, "Hello?" 
ball fall tall wall 









































. 'I ;• i 











robin read red rabbit 
Ohll~ Ohair oooldes 
Whiob. ono si'fOI!I us &gge? ----------
tThich one aays, 'iliello"? -----------
baU taU . 
• lhleh: one can you. PlaT w.1th? .. ... __ .,...., _____ .....,._ 
,I 








i! EXERCISE 5 i; 
tl Find Two Answers j; 
1: 
1: Vocabulary: nut, name, puppy, galloping. 






















ans\vers to these questions. Let's read the first 
question together. Read the t hree words under the 
que~tion. "lhat t1•10 vlords ans1-1er it? Dr a1-1 a line 
under them". 
What do you like to eat? 
nuts apples met 
\'/ha t are names of boys? 
Susan Peter Tom 
vlhat coul d you buy at a store? 
bird peep puppy 
On what can men go galloping? 
houses pony horses 
~lhat will Mother carry in her basket? 



















W ho.i- db you J ike t-o ea.~-=? 
nu-t-.s o.p pIes rn e-f 
W ha-t- are ham e ~ 4 o ~ boy S ~ 
S u.saV\ rete.- "TOtn 
'. \N h~'i c..ou lJ you b U ]' c.-t a oiore? 
bird pee.p puppy 
! 0 11 wha-t- c.c.n we go :3o.l!ofin5) 
hDU5e..S JDbny horseS> 
5: \Nha+ will Mother c.arry 1'11 her basl<eP 





along , any, can't, head, just, nest, none, road, 









"Read the phrases at the bottom of the ~age. 
li ;j 
Find I 
the phrases which tell where and write them under 
the word where. Find t he phrases which tell how 
many and write them under the w·ords how many''. 
Where How Nany? 
along the street lives in here 
just one or two on his head 
walked along home just three 
none for you over there 
can't have any in your room 





































wbece how VDOO:J 
-----------1-----------------
----------+----------- -- - - --
--------- -----------+-----,------- -- --
---4--
d ng the s treet l i ves 1n here 
_j t ne or two on h is head 
J ke - along home j ust three 
,-.. 
there 10n +or you over 
~an' t hov on~ 1n yo ur r rn 

































Matching Words To Pictures 
tree, robin, pennies, book, man. 
"Here are some pictures with words under them. Put II 
your finger on the first picture in the first row. il 
It/hat is in the picture? Yes, a tree. Look at the Jl 
jl 
words under the picture. Who can read the first 
word? Yes, tree. Does tree tell what is in the 
picture? It does. Draw a line under the word tree 
to show that the word tree tells what is in the 
picture. 





tell what is in the picture? No it does not. Then j\ 
leave it alone. Do the other pictures in the same \! 
way. 
Look at the picture. 








Draw a line under the one word which tells what is !I 
" in the picture. 













--·--- - ---- --· 
Yes And No 











"Let's read the first sentence together. Is it i 






























Do the others the same way''. 
Apples are toys. 
A basket helps Mother walk. 
Nuts are food for some animals. 
A puppy is a good pet. 
A town is something to read. 
Jim can make Father's car go. 
It is fun to have Mother read a story. 





















A fples are t-oy..s. --
A baske.+ he.lp.s Mother walk. --
,. ~l u T.S o. r- e + o o d -(: o r' so vn e an i m a f s. 
i A puppy Is. a jood pet. 
S. A town i& .Somet"hinj io read. __ 
it;. J&m ean make Fa-ther's car go. __ 
7. r T 1'& -+ L(.., TO h 0. v e }\1 o't-h e r r eo.d C( gtor y·-
%. btrd s pl Q y wi+h -fa-t na vn e .s. 
/l Vocabula ry: 
i ~ 
., 
·' ii ,, 
II 
11 










-- ·"·=== "'"'-=--'-'·==----=c-,.-==== 
Likenesses 
door, yard, tree, street, robin, t hi ngs, which , 
penny, which, man, splash. 
11
'\li e are going to play a game. I am going to hold 
up a word. You are to find a word on your papers 
just like t h e one I hold up, and draw a circle 
around the word." 








" !l j! 
I 




























do door floor more 
yard yarn ran rain 
there three tree then 
sweet street treat sweat 
robin rabbit rain raisin 
brings strings swings t hings 
switch which ditch t witch 
packet pencil penny pocket 
man can fan tan 












































Likenesses and Differences 
five, tree, yard, set, rain, street, robin, 
pennies, splash. 
"Here are some pairs of words. Some of the pairs 
of words are alike, and some are different. Read 
each pair of words very carefully. Draw a red 
circle around the pairs of words that are alike. 










10, LIKENESSES AND DIFFERENCES 
__._ 
~ 
five five tree tree 
. 
live five three tree 
yard yard sat sat 
yar-.o. yard sap sat 
rain rain street street 
ran rain treat street 
robin robin things strings 
rabbit robin things things 
:pennies :pennies splash spla sh 
pencil pe1mies splash clash 
Likenesses 
pennies, trees, splash, street. 
"Here are some words in a box. Look at the word 
with a box around it at the top of the big box. 
Read the words very carefully. 
~ j 
\ ~ 
Look at the rows of ;: 
;I 
~ : 
words in the big box. Find two words that are just :! 
.! 
:! 
like the word with a box around it at the top of th~ 
big box. Draw boxes I ~ ] 
exampe 
around these words. Print the word with a box 
around it at the top in the box at the bottom". 










, e. ~sse.s 
"'' . -; ~ . + V"' es Q '~"~ ' " 
p .~ e k i:: f + '("fZ e. e.. 







=f==-~=~=--co.~---==---=-==---==~ === -- -- -- -·-- -==="-=----=-==:=-=== 
--· ------==---=-=--==---J- -----=-===-== 
!' EXERCI SE 12 
,, 
-' 







































ask, birds, brown, children, eating , fly, laugh, 










phrase tells something you can do, write t h e phrase ~~ 
"Read the phrases at the bottom of t h e page. 
I I 
I' under Things You Can Do. If the phrase tells some- ~~ 
thing You oan see, write t he phrase under Things 
You Can See". 
Things You Can Do 
a brown s quirrel 
put up your umbrella 
sleep well 
laugh and laugh 
many heads 
feed the birds 
Thing s You Can See 
your old umbrella 
children eating 
ask your mother 
catch a fly 


























..::/l:.::..c.~ ·":cc .. c - -- ---- -· --.- --=o o.·=----=-"-""-'-=--'"--- ----------------- --- -- ·-·-=-·-o.·:.~=-=-"---==---==--=---=~-'--·-
!t 
i! j; 
T h io gs 'j fH . .J can dn _j_h;n os t ..AOJ...J ,--:,( v \._) 




-- --- ·- -- - - ----------
Q brow sg u i rre your ld u rn 6r--Cl } ~ 
put our urn bf'el la c h i . p r-=n eo , 9 
s p VJ I OS _.., ~ n~ t e 
dh o n laugh cot f tj 
m un:J h s r + 




------·---------- ---·===-c - - _; :.;.~--=-=:.':--....:.:.-_::=-:.--=-=..:...::. -: -.. ;: · 
I 




:· Vocabulary: along, could, glad, gray, Jack, Peter, rainy, 
' 
round, squirrel, Susan, umbrella. 
i' 
:: Directions: "Read the riddle. Choose the answer. ,, 
i! 
il h 
'• !i li 1. 
I' 




answer on the line". 
Peter saw something little 
It walked along the top of the table. 
It had wings. 
It was 
Write the 
a big fat robin a yellow airplane a little fly. 



























Jane pushed and pushed 
She could not make it go up. 
It was a rainy day. 
It was 
a toy balloon a red umbrella 
Peter was glad to see Jack. 
They were going to play ball. 
Peter had something round and gray. 
It was 
a gray bell a gray ball 
a big swing 
a green ball 











1. Pe+er s w s me+h ~ ng i + e . 
It wa lk o nj t he + p of t he fuble. 
If ho w 1ngs. 
It wa 
a bi 3 +~ + n bin , a 'de I I w a ,· Y-f0 an , 0 I i +-I- e +I 
--·---- ----------------
2 . Jane push -. a d · pu,::; h -
S he caul n o-l- vnake 1'+ o up . 
It wa ~ r.:J 1ny · a~ . 
It wu~ 
8 to~ tal loon , a r uvnbre//a, a b id sw;n3 
3. fJe+er was ~ /aJ +o see Joe . 
The<j we.re 9o ,·n3 to p/a~ //. 
fev- ~ oOme:th ,·n:J roun -. Onu ~rl-A<J . 
t+ w s 
a ::J'Uj bell ! ogrolj ba/ , gre n bu// . 
i: 
~;r-=-=-::~=-==-"- ·-






animal, boy, children, cow, duck, hen, Peter, 
rabbit, squirrel, Susan. 
"Read the words at the bottom of the page. Write 
them in the correct column. 
Boys 
Answer the questions". il 
;j 

















!! Hov1 many boys names can you find on this page? 
j: 























j_ --- - --








--- --- --·- ---------1------------
D i ck 
T i rn 
a ~ k 
Rabbi+ 










h i en 
ow rv-.co-':1 navn e f b ~s d i tjOU t-,·rcJ ? ____ _ 

















fast, have, like, paint, Peter, some, -.;vagon. 






Peter said, "I have just enough paint for this wagon. I 
'' like this r ed paint. I will paint fast. 
1: 
Tomorrow I will ask 





ii \vhat did Peter paint first? 
\! 










Wha t will Peter paint tomorrow? 
Do you like to paint? 
Wha t do you paint? 
Pe+er Po i n+.s 
Pe+ r sa id ,' f have jus+ en ugh po inf 
T~ r +his w gon . I i ke +h ,· re pu inf. 
w i II pa.,n t fas +. Tov-n rruw · w r· l ct s 
Gro nJfa+her -f-o g ive me sornG rn re 
r~ ·, n+ . lhen ' n (XJ in+ rn~ -t0y h rse .)l 
Who-/- , - et r P--' i n+ t l'rsf-? 
Wha+ ~ Or-' was he 9 ,· ng +o ~ ' n 
+he wa8on ? 
\ ~ 
o=ll==":~c::.c..:::.==--=-"'--




===----------=--===-- ------··-- === 











nest, some, road, town, name, down, cat, Jim, nest, !i 
I, 
II ' 1: 
,~ 
some. •I ii 
li n· t· :! 1rec 1ons: 
It 
il 

































\vhich one of the words above will finish the rhyme? II 
Write it on the line. li 
Do the others by yourself". 
Jack's and Jill's name 
Begin the 
-------· 
Jane said, "This road to town 
Goes up hill and 
He is very fat. 
But he's a good 
A bird know·s best 
-----· 























F.· n J ;. h e w or J. +k a.+ r k V rn e ~ . 
down ca+ J1h'\ neot- some 




Be5 in -+-he. 
3. \-ie \s very ~at 
Bu.+ he'~ Q ~ooJ 
tf. A blf'" d kV\oWs b e.si 
Where.. T"b mn k e a 
· ' ~ ; 
I 
. i· 
-· ~ --===--=·=.c=::::==--=-- -===" -·--·-











"Read the questions and write the answers". 
,. 
I 
" r Yes 
!! 
ii 1. Can a squirrel live in a tree? 
I, 
!; !: 2. Is an umbrella for a fine day? 
i ~ 
!• 
1 3. Can a ·cat say, "Moo-moo?" 
!: 
J: 4. Can you play in a room? 
,, 
li 5. Do children think about Santa? 
1: ;: 
!' 6. Do you laugh when you are happy? 
i• 
I; ;: 7. Could you sit in a bird's nest? 
i! 8 I. • Have you ever walked alone? 
I! 9. 
J. 
Is many more than one? 
No 







































































1. C n a squ i rrel f i ve ,·n a - r eo ? 
~h i /dren th in 
lo. · ~ u ou gh when tjOU ure h~pp ? 
s.Hu e ever wul e - u ne? 







j! EXERCI SE 18 
i 
1: 







i ~ il Vocabulary: balloon, cake, glad, morning, nest, paint, umbrella ~ 
I ii i! Directions: "Read what it says at the top of the paper. Things 1, II 
' I :; 














the paper. Write all the words that tell something ii 

















Things I Can Pick Up 
- 5' 
. I p--t l J 
Y"\QO YY) . 
oo l looYl 



























i• EXERCISE 19 ,, 
it 
" ,I 
I' i; Vocabulary: 
1: D' t· 
1; 1rec 10ns: ,. 
Words in Context 
street, yard, milk, trees, things, jumped 
"Here are some sentences. Each sentence ha s two 





































Read each sentence very carefully. Choose t he on e 
word within the sentence which correctly completes 
t h e sentence. Draw a circle around thi s word. 
Print the vwrd you encircled on t h e line under t h e 
sentence". 
Nancy ran ~own the (sweet, street). 
Sally and Jane played outdoors in the (yard, yarn). 
Moth er s a id, 11 (silk, milk) is good for you". 
There are pretty green (trees, threes) in t he yard. 
Dick has many play (bri ngs, things). 


































c ~'''· ' " ' · ~~c ~ ' ' ·~•~·· ·' ' '' '· ·' . •·' • .-.~ • ·~~·-•··~ ., ' ' ' . ' . ' ' ' . •" c • _.,~ ~ ·o~ •=• ~·-~ o•"· "l''' .... ' '.c .. ''·'' 
:: il 
,, j l 
!i i l 
I' " ,, " ,, 
Y'OlYl 
\ t1 ..\\ -c l ,, -tr J y a .... .,..... ) 7 • I / 
) I S yll4 • II 
I' -
!i EXAMPLE 2 0 
n Classification 
I! 




"Read the sentences and do what it tells you to 
Make a green X under food. 
Make a red line over playthings. 
Make a blue circle around animals. 
apples road nuts 
cookies milk wagon 
story basket corn 
rabbit puppy bird 
,, 
N\o.k e a gre e _V\ X t.AIIld e r -food~ 
M o. k e ~ r- e. d l I h e. o II e r pI o.. y -t h c' h. ~ .s. • 
Mal< e ~ b \ t.t e. ~ t rc l e a. r-ound a hI~ a.l s.. 
appl~s r oa. 1 nuts 
C.,b b k,· e .s Wti \ k wa.3 on 
stD V' y 6o..s,kef ~orn 











































story, name, him, could, town, puppy. 
"Let's read the first two words below. Do you 
think they are the same? Wha t letter shall we 





































.Sa V)'\. e 
s 
puppy __ story 
hame /own 




c. an e.ould 
---- ------------- - ---====== 













Vocabulary: " found, five, pennies, pocket, robins, sang, old, il 
!I 
apple, rabbit, puppy, quack, behind, rain, splash, li 
street, walk. il 
:, 

















Read each sentence very carefully. Then read the :: 
1-
,: 
i! question under each sentence. Find the phrase in ii 
'• ij 
each sentence which correctly answers each question~ 
I, 
Print the phrase which correctly answers each ques- IJ 
II 
tion on the line under each question". 
Sally found five new pennies in her little pocket. 
Where did Sally find five new pennies? 
The robins sang and sang in the old apple tree. 











Little Rabbit and Fat Puppy played with Little Quack 
the big red barn. 
behind ! 











" I' i: 
j' The rain went splash, splash on the street and on the walk. j\ 
li :j 
1: Where did the rain go splash, splash? I, 
!i 'I i' ,, 
ii II, d 
i: 'II 
!i : 

















' l \ "" ~ e.. b<~ y--e rn . 
ey- \ ~* ~ G\- ~+- nd f.:-\- u~ ~ \ ~y 
.) 
\ e. Qua~ 
~ 'rtll n '\,.\ ~ l"l sr sy\as 0 
~ on k . 








'· I I 
===··- "=-'-'--=-=-===- ·---~r-=--=--= 
Riddles 
!, Vocabulary: birthday, cluck, made, surpri s e, tree. 
I 
























Dick looked on the wallo 
He said, "It is time to go home. 
I must hurry". 
Dick saw something round. 
It was 
a duck a clock a cluck 
Sally had a surprise. 
She was eating it. 
Mother made it for her birthday. 
It ·was 
a brmm dress a birthday doll a birthday 
It i s gray 
It ha s a home in t h e tree. 
It has t\-TO eyes. 
It can go up and down. 
It cannot fly. 
It i s 
a s quirrel a bird a hen 
.I 
I. / \ e n hew 
.4e sa i ~ ," 1 16 f i rne + 9 h vnB . 
rnu + hu rr~ ... 
I / so w 6 m=th in roun . 
It was 
a uc 
~ - " c.ll <j ha u urpr t e . 
She wus c:> + ing , ..+. 
II: +h ~ r rnade i f -h r her b irthda . 
twas 
a 6 r ou_;r) r es 
3 . I+ ,·.s <j ray . 
It ha_s · h me ' P') q 
It con 90 up an 
+ an r1 -1- f ly 
1+ 1 
free,. 
own the fr 0 . 






-,_- -i~ . __ ~c.7·:. - ·.o=·. : --- ~--=="=-=::-:-~-==·==-::-·.- ··. ·.- ._. .. .. _. .... _ :· ,_---·.-··c··c :---c~ :-~::·-..-o:-,-·c~:=---:-.-c-."- ·~ :7::·~--, .. ·:·. ·. ·: . 











































when, which, dinner, apples, puppy. 
"Let's read the two words at the top of the boxes • 
Find a phrase at the bottom of the pag e that will 
ans\ver \·ihen. Write it in the box under When. 
as many phrases as you can that will answer When. 
Do the same with Which" • 
When \'v'hich 
after dinner boys and girls 
nuts or corn a puppy and kitten 
at once one day 
apples or cookies the first story 
,; 





























------------------- -~----------· -----------~ 
o.f(-er- dinner 
nul& o r c. o r h 
at- once 
o.pple~ or- c.ook&es 
boys and CjL~"l.s 
0. pu JD p y ~h d. ki-H-e. n 
OV\e d.a.y 
th-e. + l' r ~-+- story 
j, 
,. 
-::..p.:-::=...:..=..~_-::,...___:::.:.:::. ::.::: .~-=-==--- -----
\: EXE.RCISE 25 
i! 
:: Vocabulary: 
:1 ii Directions: 
:: 
'· !! 
l!J ords En.ding Alike 
some, him, Jim, met, sleep, town. 
"Here are groups of three 'ivords. Let's 















on the line at the right. 




























read the i; 






































-:; Directions: "Read the sentence. Choose the answer. Circle it ,1 
t' !t 
!: and write t he answer on the line". li 
ii 1. Peter wanted to help Sally swing . i! 
;; II 
1
' ~vhat will Peter do? 
1 
'1: push Sally say, "Hello" eat something I 
:! 2. Dick said, "I~y head hurts" • i1 
I. ,, 
Wh a t will Moth er do? 




g ive Dick a wago~,·. 















.: -~:....- ---: ::.·: .:.~;.-;;:.· --=-·-: ;: 
' 
What will Jane do? 
go behind the door say, "Hello, Father" 
jump up and down 
Peter said, " T'-1other wants this for dinner". 
What will Peter d.o? 
go slowly go fast go play 
Susan had many cards. 
\llhat will Susan do? 























n+e f o help s '~ . I. Pe+er w ,SW 1Yl3 . 
Wha+ will e r _ ? . 
pu h a 1/y 1 -tj .. ~e II o ., l I e -1- -Sorne+h ·, n 
2. D i k 
Wh w il l M t h r 
·· ~ S ~:l• I'Yle e r e '' 1 
. giVe IC -
------------
3 . . J-J ne s id ,''l w i l) h i e CAnd s u r r n se FCifhe r- '.' 
Wh + w ,·11 Ja n e J ? 
g beh in ::: +he J o ~ say','He /6,F hev-'; jL-~ vnptAp ~n - __, w"' 
--------------------
4 . ~+:::r 50 i d 1 ''Mofhev- wan+s +h i6 -Po r d in n r." 
what w i I) Pe+e.r do? 
go s owlj , go p lo~ 
S . . Su sq n hCid VY'la n lj -=L-1 r s . 
W~+ vJi I I S usqn J ? 












































































Father, Fire, Funny, will, walk, with, you, your, 
yard, Boys, big, book, Nancy, nest, next. 
"Here are some sentences. The first word in each 
i 
1
11' sentence has a line under it. Read each sentence 
!I 
'i 
very carefully. Look at the first word in each I 
Find II sentence to see which letter it begins with. 
two other words in each sentence that begin with th~ 
fl 
same letter as the first word in each sentence does rt 
If 
Draw a line under these words. Remember in each tl 
II 
sentence you will draw a line under two words. il I, 
On a second sheet of paper, you will find the let- li 
t ers: F, vl, Y, B, and N. 11 
Read the first sentence again. :B'ind a ll the words [I 
in the first sentence that begin with F. Print the ~ II 
The words i! 
il 
words on the lines under the letter F. 
lf 
I' you print on the lines under the letter F are the 
i! 
II 
words you have already underlined in the sentence. l' 
II 
Remember in each sentence there are three words witi 
II 
I! lines under them after you have completed the sen- 1 
II 
tence. So you will print three words under each il 
11 
!I 
letter, In the second sentence, find all the words !! 
i! 
that begin with vl , and print the words under the li 






,, I' ·""\f"'"'-"-".C.~'--""'"'-''"··--=~:'-=. c'-··c·.7".· ... c . ~oo .: .• ·:·_ccc.c..c·:-'-'-~-'=-='='- ==:...-oc=.c : '-'.=c=-:=·~o:=:-':-;.=;="-''-=''"-"··=:c=: c=.o-;--=-=.-=7=·"~~=-~-cc1t· '-'· - -' --'-'-'-='-"'-=" 
!! il 
il II 



























========= - - ---~=-=--=-===- -- ========!f=-=--"-==---== 
'I 
\'/hat vlhen 
after, along , another, just, nothing, now, over, 






"Read the phrases at the bottom of the page. ':lri te li 
the phrases which tell what under the word What. 
Write the phrases which tell when under the word 
When. 
What When 
in one day sometime early 
something pretty a big surprise 
in the nest along the \vay 
another time very soon 
many toys nothing for you 
after school just then 
over the gate over where 



















i' d !I 
!I 
" 
_w_be~-- ---· w ±-
------ -. i-
I 
- ·----- - -
tn + e e~ 
0 f h r I t'Yio 




e + ivr,e, e 
o big surpri .., e 
a I o 5 t he w 
ve ry s o 1'1 















































home, your, yard, live, fly, nest, eggs, tree, milk ~ 
11 
white, robin, like. 
il 
"Look at the first picture on the left side of your j! 
,. 
paper. What is it? Yes a picture of milk. Now !! 
look at the row of words at the bottom of your 
paper. Do you see the word milk? Cut the work 
and paste it under the picture of milk. Do the 
i: 
millt 
~ I other picture in the same way. 1 
Look at the ,picture. Read the row of words very 1
1 
carefully. 1'1 ind the 1vord that tells what is in the 
picture. Cut each word and paste it under the pic-
1
1 
ture it matches. \'latch out ! ! There is one word !I 
I, that does not match any picture. When you have 
pasted each word under the picture it matches, 






careful not to cut the word from the picture it 11 
matches. 1 
Look at the story in the first box. Read the story I 
very carefully. This story tells you about a word Ill 
and picture. \vhat word and picture does it tell I 
about? Yes - tree. Then paste the picture of the il 
11 
tree beside the story of the tree on the right side !! 
of your paper. Do the other stories in the same l' ;: 
way. 
Read the story. I! 
" ;; 
Choose the picture which the story tells about. :i 
'i 
Paste the picture beside the story that tell s a bout 11 
the picture in the space on the right side of your !I 
paper". I ! 
b ,·~ . 
M '-1 \, () vn (!! ' -s 
Rob 'n s \,·.., e \ VI yne. • 
CG\n \'/ , 
I \ v e \ Y' ct. +ve--e__.. 
~oy-C~~ \ E; ~ ne~t. 
"' 












\A\ h ".+- e.. I 
.3 00 d t:'o.r jatA . 
' 
yY\G\. ~ ~OIA :_j · 
t.· e "'r"r1 e . 







;· ' I 
:: ij 
·. -- - . . -- -- - - -- -- - -- ------·--.-~==-==---:::..:::.-~ ----- -- -------- . __:::::..::..:..:.__.~~..:..=..::...:..::- .::-_ . !,,·.::..:·::·: ::...::· .-::.-. :..::..:. 










,, .EXERCISE 7:Q I! ..; 
!i Vocabulary: 
'I 










buy, which, wagon, road. 
"Let's read the first sentence. Read the 
Find the answer to the question under the 
Write the answer on the line". 




Mother is going to let you buy something. 
I· 
\; Which will you buy first? 
l. A bird that can talk. 
2. A pretty red wagon to give rides in. 
). Something you can have fun making . 
Then what will you do with it? 
l. Let other children have fun with me . 






























Mbi-ke~ i.s 3o1'"'-~ it, le+ you. buy &om.e-1-!..,· .... j· 
W~rc..h will 'JDU. hu.y 4r'r.s+? 
-------------------- - ------- ---- --------
l. A loi r d -rho.+- ca" i-a. t l<-
~- A prett-y V""ed VVC<EJOt1 n f!'V~ rides lh. 
3. 6oW\e. +l_,· h,j you. c.a.n h a. v -e.. -+.u n rna k.,· n j -
J. L e.+ o+h e 1r c.. hi l d r e n h a. \1 e. & o rn e -C u n w i + h y D l.i . -
"'TC:ke. 4e b&r"d. h ~vne. -Cro~ Town. 
3. W4tc, h +h-e. ro a.~ When play i hj wi+h -the wa3 on. 
' 

